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Abstract 

This thesis will introduce a new strongly typed programming language utiliz
ing Self types, named Win--*Foy, along with a suitable user interface designed 
specifically to highlight language features. The need for such a programming 
language is based on deficiencies found in programming languages that support 
both Self types and subtyping. Subtyping is a concept that is taken for granted 
by most software engineers programming in object-oriented languages. Sub
typing supports subsumption but it does not support the inheritance of binary 
methods. Binary methods contain an argument of type Self, the same type as 
the object itself, in a contravariant position, i.e. as a parameter. There are 
several arguments in favour of introducing Self types into a programming lan
guage (11. This rationale led to the development of a relation that has become 
known as matching [4, 5). The matching relation does not support subsump
tion, however, it does support the inheritance of binary methods. Two forms 
of matching have been proposed (lJ. Specifically, these relations are known as 
higher-order matching and I-bound matching. Previous research on these re
lations indicates that the higher-order matching relation is both reflexive and 
transitive whereas the f-bound matching is reflexive but not transitive (7]. The 
higher-order matching relation provides significant flexibility regarding inheri
tance of methods that utilize or return values of the same type. This flexibility, 
in certain situations, can restrict the programmer from defining specific classes 
and methods which are based on constant values [21J. For this reason, the type 
This is used as a second reference to the type of the object that cannot, contrary 
to Self, be specialized in subclasses. F-bound matching allows a programmer 
to define a function that will work for all types of A', a subtype of an upper 
bound function of type A, with the result type being dependent on A'. The 
use of parametric polymorphism in f-bound matching provides a connection to 
subtyping in object-oriented languages. This thesis will contain two main sec
tions. Firstly, significant details concerning deficiencies of the subtype relation 
and the need to introduce higher-order and f-bound matching relations into pro
gramming languages will be explored. Secondly, a new programming language 
named Win--*Foy Functional Object-Oriented Programming Language has been 
created, along with a suitable user interface, in order to facilitate experimenta
tion by programmers regarding the matching relation. The construction of the 
programming language and the user interface will be explained in detail. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 General Objectives for the Thesis 

This thesis will introduce a new strongly typed programming language utiliz
ing Self types, named Win---->Foy, along with a suitable user interface designed 
specifically to highlight language features. The need for such a programming 
language is based on deficiencies found in programming languages that support 
both Self types and subtyping. Subtyping is a concept that is taken for granted 
by most software engineers programming in object-oriented languages. Sub
typing supports subsumption but it does not support the inheritance of binary 
methods. Binary methods contain an argument of type Self, the same type as 
the object itself, in a contravariant position, i.e. as a parameter. There are sev
eral arguments in favor of introducing Self types into a programming language 
(I). These arguments tend to find deficiencies in programming languages that 
prevent a language from being truly object-oriented. These arguments will be 
shown to focus primarily on the requirement to check the instance type of an 
object. From a purist point of view regarding object-oriented languages, details 
of an object should only be obtained via invocation of the encapsulated methods 
[16, 18J. Development of an object-oriented programming language supporting 
Self types in order to satisfy the concerns of these arguments introduces com
plex issues that must be addressed in order to ensure that the language remain 
sound. 

This rationale led to the development of a relation that has become known as 
matching [4, 5}. The matching relation does not support subsumption, however, 
it does support the inheritance of binary methods. Two forms of matching have 
been proposed and the neccessity for inclusion of each form will be explored 
11]. Specifically, these relations are known as higher-order matching and i-bound 
matching. Previous research on these relations indicates that the higher-order 
matching relation is both reflexive and transitive whereas the f-bound matching 
is reflexive but not transitive [7J. The higher-order matching relation provides 
significant flexibility regarding inheritance of methods that utilize or return val
ues of the same type. This flexibility, in certain situations, can restrict the 
programmer from defining specific classes and methods which are based on con
stant values (21]. For this reason, the type This is used as a second reference to 
the type of the object that cannot, contrary to Self, be specialized in subclasses. 

9 



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.2. OUTLINE OF THE DOCUMENT 

F-bound matching allows a programmer to define a function that will work for 
all types of A', a subtype of an upper bound function of type A, with the result 
type being dependent on A'. The use of parametric polymorphism in f-bound 
matching provides a connection to subtyping in object-oriented languages. 

Firstly, theory will be explored to show deficiencies in object-oriented pro
gramming languages that can be overcome using Self types. Combining Self 
types and subtyping will be shown to introduce adverse issues in object-oriented 
programming languauges. This idea will be extended further by detailing the 
necessity to introduce f-bound and higher-order matching relations into a pro
gramming language. The theory regarding these topics has been paraphrased 
from [1]. In a similar manner, theory exposing problems regarding Self types 
and matching relations should be attributed to [21}. Examples have been altered 
for either brevity or clarity. Secondly, to formally introduce a new programming 
language named Win-t Foy Functional Object-Oriented Programming Language 
that implements Self types and related concepts detailed in the theory provided. 

1.2 Outline of the Document 

A discussion regarding the necessity of Self types in a programming language 
is initially explored. To assist in fully understanding the implications of Self 
types in a programming language, a thorough understanding of subclassing and 
inheritance is presented. Subsumption will be formally defined in order to high
light its importance pertaining to subclassing. As well, subsumption will be 
shown to require a programming language to perform inspection of an object's 
type, leading to the crux of the problem Self types attempt to eradicate. Rele
vant information is provided outlining covariance, contravariance and invariance 
properties, as these properties affect valid parameterization and return values 
based on whether a method is inherited or overridden. Having laid this foun
dation, Self types are formally introduced. Using the foundation provided, Self 
types will be shown to potentially invalidate the subtype relation. A solution re
quiring new typing techniques based on matching relations, namely higher-order 
and f-bound matching, is proposed. Although these relations will be shown to 
provide the means to eliminate inspection of an object's type, additional issues 
arise. These issues are addressed and solutions formulated. As each new idea 
is introduced, sufficient examples are provided and these examples have been 
specifically tailored to provide a logical transition to subsequent concepts. 

Having achieved a clear understanding of the concepts comprising the theory, 
it is now possible to introduce Win-tFoy Functional Object-Oriented Program
ming Language. Requirements of the language and the user interface are noted 
in order to provide a broad understanding of the features implemented. De
tails surrounding the environment in which Win-t Foy was created and in which 
Win-tFoy requires to run are outlined. The program will be described in the 
corresponding manner in which it was developed. The language was developed 
initially and this was based on syntax as outlined from the language 0+-3, de
tailed in [21}. Since the language will be ultimately used to construct programs, 
the necessity for a parser and scanner for source files becomes paramount. BJacc 
and JFlex were tools used that automatically generated a parser and scanner in 
the language that Win-tFoy was being developed. These components required 
a grammar for the parser and token collection for the scanner. The intrica-

Version 1.0 10 



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.2. OUTLINE OF THE DOCUMENT 

cies surrounding these tools are provided in order to expediate future work if 
undertaken by other developers. The primary purpose of these components is 
to parse source files in order to extrapolate Types and Programs. Types and 
Programs that have been successfully parsed are eventually stored into data 
structures that will be referred to as type environments and program environ
ments. There are several variations of environments and the importance of 
each will be fully explained. In general, key components that form the overall 
structure ofWin--*fby, such as type or subtype checking, manipulate or analyze 
the data in these environments. Each of these components and their purpose, 
geared towards development of a sound programming language, will be thor
oughly explained. Having completed a substantially complex portion of the 
program, successful implementation of the language permitted development of 
the user interface that has been designed to highlight key language concepts for 
experimentation by programmers. Each feature of the user interface will be de
scribed. As well, actual program syntax will be provided, if applicable, in order 
to facilitate learning and familiarity. These examples, and associated results, 
will be used for discussion and called upon to formulate conclusions. Finally, 
recommendations are given in the hope that future work will be undertaken 
that expands and enriches both the language and the user interface. 

Version 1.0 11 



Chapter 2 

Theory 

2.1 Inheritance and Subclassing 

Object-oriented languages are characterized by abstraction, encapsulation, poly
morphism and inheritance [3]. A programmer begins by defining classes that will 
be used to instantiate objects. In many situations, the functionality of a class 
requires extensions. In order to avoid copying or rewriting code segments, mod
ern programming languages permit inheritance of methods and attributes of a 
class. This is achieved by defining a class as an extension of another class. This 
concept is referred to as subclassing. Subclassing is a concept that is taken for 
granted by most software engineers programming in object-oriented languages. 
In Java, the syntax for extending a class is achieved by creating a new class that 
utilizes the keyword 'extends' which is then followed by the desired class name 
to be extended [15]. C# and C++ use a ':' in a similar capacity as .Java uses 
'extends'. As well, extending a class permits new attributes or new methods to 
be defined in the subclass. In examples in this thesis, the original class will be 
referred to as the 'superclass' and the extended class will be referred to as the 
'subclass'. Classes and subclasses denote the formal structure of the contained 
elements. Since a subclass is simply an extension of a supercIass, it is implied 
that all superclass fields and methods are copied into the subclass. The subclass 
mayor may not include additional attributes or methods. Also, methods of the 
superclass may be overridden by providing a compatible method with the same 
name in the subclass. In order to facilitate access to the superclass' overridden 
methods, a keyword such as 'super', as used in Java, must be provided. C# 
provides the keyword 'base' to access the superclass' methods and attributes. 
'Inheritance' is the term associated with the implied copying of attributes and 
methods of a superclass to a subclass. An illustration of the subclass relation
ship using Java syntax is provided in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 to convey the 
concepts outlined above. Note that in all code examples, only relevant code 
snippets are provided. Constructors and code that are not required in order to 
convey the currently discussed concept are generally excluded for brevity. 

Perusal of the results, as shown in Figure 2.3, from running the program 
verify that Car has in fact inherited both methods from Vehicle. A common 
way to express this relation is to state that Car inherits from Vehicle. This 
is analogous to stating that Car is a subclass of Vehicle. The example of in-

12 



2.2. SUBSUMPTION CHAPTER 2. THEORY 

public class Vehicle{ 

public static void startVehicle(){ 
System. out. println ("The method to be inherited."); 

} 

public void stopVehicle(){ 
System.out.println("The method to be overridden."); 

} 

} 

Figure 2.1: ,Java superclass 

public class Car extends Vehicle{ 

public void stopVehicle(){ 
super.stopVehicle(); 
System.out.println("The overridden method of stopVehicle."); 

} 

} 

public static void main(String[] args){ 
Car myCar = new Car(); 
myCar.startVehicle(); 
myCar.stopVehicle(); 

} 

Figure 2.2: ,Java subclass 

heritance in Figure 2.2 suggests that subclassing is merely a means of copying 
attributes and methods in order to reduce duplication of code. Therefore, when 
a method is invoked, the subclass hierarchy is searched for a suitable method, 
with the search commencing at the lowest level subclass. If the subclass does 
not contain a suitable method that can be invoked, the immediate superclass 
is then inspected in a similar manner. This process continues until a suitable 
method is found or until the current class has no superclass. This concept en
ables polymorphism and will be exploited fully when dealing with Self types 
explained later. 

2.2 Subsumption 

It has been shown that an instance of a Car contains all the methods and 
attributes of a Vehicle. Intuitively, an instance of a Car should therefore be 
allowed to be stored in a variable of type Vehicle. This concept is formally 
known as 'subsumption'. The initial example can now be modified (see Figure 
2.4 and Figure 2.5) in order to explain this idea. 

The last line of code in the main program of Figure 2.5 is of particular in-
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2.2. SUBSUMPTION CHAPTER 2. THEORY 

The method to be inherited. 
The method to be overridden. 
The overridden method of stopVehicle. 

Figure 2.3: Java subclass example program results 

public class Vehicle{ 

} 

public int year; 

public Vehicle(int y){ 
year = y; 

} 

public void compareYear(Vehicle v){ 

} 

if(v.year == year) 
System.out.println("Vehicle years are the same"); 

else 
System.out.println("Vehicle years are different"); 

Figure 2.4: Java subsumption example 

terest. The declared definition of compareYear(Vehicle v) in the Vehicle class 
expects a Vehicle to be passed as an argument. However, the last line ofthe main 
program that invokes compareYear(Vehicle v) passes in an argument which is 
an instance of Car using the call 'myVehicle.compareYear(myCar)'. It is worth 
mentioning that the variable myCar was never explicitly cast to a Vehicle. This 
is a key characteristic of sUbsumption. It is now possible to express more for
mally this characteristic by a transitive and reflexive subtype relation, denoted 
by'<:'. 

A key property, as outlined by [IJ, assists in providing a more formal expla
nation. This property is formally stated below. 

If a : A and A <: B, then a : B 

This property is referred to as subsumption. 'a: A' means that 'a' is an 
element of type 'A'. 'A <: B' means that type 'A' is in subtype relation with 
type 'B'. If given these two conditions, then it can be stated that 'a: B'. 
Another way of expressing the subsumption property is to state that the value 
of 'a' is subsumed from type 'A' to type 'B'. Many class based languages that 
use subclassing to induce subtypes adhere to this property, however, latitude is 
given regarding this interpretation. Languages such as Eiffel relax the subtype 
relation in that types derived from subclasses are not necessarily deemed to 
be subtypes of types derived from superclasses. Specifically, EifIel does not 
restrict a subclass to be interchangeable with a superclass. This characteristic 
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2.2. SUBSUMPTION CHAPTER 2. THEORY 

public class Car extends Vehicle{ 

} 

public Car(int y){ 
super(y); 

} 

public static void main(String[] args){ 
Car myCar = new Car(2009); 

} 

Vehicle myVehicle = new Vehicle(2008); 
myVehicle.compareYear(myCar); 

Figure 2.5: Java subsumption example (con't) 

Vehicle years are different. 

Figure 2.6: Java subsumption example program results 

of EiffeI occurs because the conformance rules for inheritance and subclassing 
are considered synonymous with the definition of subtyping [9, 14J. 

Given subsumption, the semantics of method declarations such as com
pareYear(Vehicle v) become less discernable. This method can accept as an 
argument any instance of the class Vehicle and its subclasses. To further compli
cate matters, the actual type of the argument may not be known until runtime. 
On the surface, subsumption appears to 'coerce' a Car to a Vehicle, in effect, 
preventing access to any specialized functionality originally specified in the sub
class. The exception to this is for overridden methods that provide indirect 
access to other subclass variables and functions. The ability for a programming 
language to manage subsumption at runtime is commonly known as 'dynamic 
dispatch'. In order for dynamic dispatch to function properly, each object must 
be able to invoke the correct method without the added overhead of performing 
some form of type inspection. This is indeed the case. This is the purist's view 
of object-oriented languages whereby knowledge about an object should only be 
gained through invocation of encapsulated methods [16, 18]. For variables and 
methods unique to the subclass and for which direct access is now forbidden due 
to subsumption, but desired, some method of type inspection must be provided. 
Most programming languages will provide some method in order to ascertain an 
object's type. In Java, an object's type can be queried using the keyword 'in
stanceof'. From our examples, it is valid to state 'if( myCar instanceof Car){ ... }' 
in order to determine the type of the object myCar. Other languages provide 
this functionality as well. For example, C# utilizes the keyword 'is'. C++ 
utilizes the syntax typeid( ... ). Once an object's type has been determined, the 
object can be cast accordingly providing access to the subclass variables and 
methods made inaccessible due to subsumption. Provision to inspect an ob
ject's type challenges the purist view of object-orientation. There are several 
reasons as to why type inspection techniques should be avoided. Figure 2.7 will 
help describe the rationale underlying this view. 
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public class Car extends Vehicle{ 

... omitted for brevity 

public void someMethod(Vehicle myCar){ 

if(myCar instanceof Vehicle){ 

}else if(myCar instanceof Car){ 

} 
} 

} 

Figure 2.7: Object type inspection 

Explicitly performing casts may unnecessarily reveal information about an 
object that should otherwise remain private. Also, the possibility exists whereby 
the type of an object may not satisfy any of the branch conditions that check an 
object's type, effectively creating erroneous runtime behaviour, or even worse, 
crashing the program. To complicate matters more, assuming that all of the 
branch conditions could in fact be determined, the introduction of a new subclass 
such as 'public class SportsCar extends Car { ... }' would require modification of 
the code in the Car class. Introduction of a new subclass, again from a purist 
view, should not entail modification of previously written code contained in 
other classes. In fact, it may even be impossible to modify code contained in 
other classes as the source code of commercial libraries may be inaccessible for 
proprietary reasons. Given the inherent problems associated with inspecting the 
type of an object, interest in developing more sophisticated typing techniques for 
method arguments and method results has arisen. One such technique utilizes 
Self types, also known as recursive types, the same type as the object itself [1]. 
Before delving into Self type analysis, a brief explanation is required in order 
to understand subtyping properties that affect programming languages. These 
properties are covariance, contravariance, and invariance. 

2.3 Variance Properties 

A class hierarchy can be viewed as a partial ordering (:::;) where subclasses 
:::; superclasses. In general, a partial ordering denotes a more specific class 
is :::; to a more general class. An extension to this concept emphasized that 
subclassing-is-subtyping is equivalent to inheritance-is-subtyping. Numerous 
languages have been implemented that adhere to these concepts. Examples of 
class based languages include Java, C++, C#, Eiffel, Sather, Smalltalk, and 
Simula. As was the case for subsumption, (1] formally presents the properties of 
the subclassing-is-subtyping or inheritance-is-subtyping relation in Figure 2.8. 
Formal definitions provided by [1] of covariance, contravariance, and invariance 
follows. These variance properties are used to determine subtype relations. 
In object-oriented programming languages permitting the use of subsumption, 
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method arguments and result types can be compared relative to this relation. 
If both the argument type and the actual result type of a particular method 
are more specific than the formal parameter type and declared result type, 
thus preserving the partial ordering relation, the argument and result type are 
said to be covariant. If the partial ordering is reversed for the argument type, 
the argument and result type are said to be contravariant. If neither of these 
relations applies, meaning that the argument and result type are of the same 
type as the declared parameter and expected result type, an invariant relation 
ensues. Using an abreviated example similar to [1], A' and 'B' will represent 
types and ~ will represent a type operator. It is now possible to express the idea 
of covariance, contravariance, and invariance algebraically. Specifically, A ~ B is 
used to represent the type of pairs with elements of type A on the left and type 
B on the right. The same derivation can be used to represent a supertype of 
A~B, precisely, A'~B'. Expressing the algebraic equation to represent a subtype 
relationship yields A~B <: A'~B'. It is now only a matter of applying specific 
constraints to this relation in order to express covariance, contravariance, and 
invariance. 

1. If c' is a subclass of c, and o':InstanceTypeOf( c'), 
then o':InstanceTypeOf( c). 

2. InstanceTypeOf(c') <: InstanceTypeOf(c), 
if and only if c' is a subclass of c. 

Figure 2.8: Properties of subclassing-is-subtyping relation 

2.3.1 Covariance Property 

A~B <: A'<[>B' given that A <: A' and B <: B'. 

2.3.2 Contravariance Property 

A~B <: A'~B' given that A' <: A and B <: B' and that ~ represents function 
types with arguments of type A and A' and result types of Band B'. 

2.3.3 Invariance Property 

A~B <: A'~B' given that A = A' and B = B'. 
For covariance, the types A and B preserve the <: relation as they both 

represent more specific types when compared to types A' and B' respectively. 
The constraints for contravariance indicate that the partial ordering must be 
reversed for type A and A' when compared to Band B'. Simply put, type A' 
must be more specific than type A, while type B must be more specific than 
type B'. It is worth emphasizing that in Section 2.3.2, A and A' represent types 
for arguments of methods and Band B' represent the types of the results. For a 
more complete understanding as to the correctness of these relations with regard 
to typing functions in a programming language, the reader is encouraged to pe
ruse [1]. Since the terms subclassing and inheritance are used interchangeably 
when referring to subtyping, leeway is given in regards to how these proper
ties are applied in class based programming languages featuring subtyping and 
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method overriding. Java and C++ allow overridden methods to have covariant 
return types. As well, these languages require methods that can be overridden 
to have an invariant argument set. Unlike Java and C++, Eiffel permits argu
ment and return types to be covariant. Contravariance will be shown to have 
major implications on methods overridden in subtypes as it imposes restrictions 
on permissable parameter types. This topic will be discussed thoroughly in 
Section 2.6. Since each language can implement a difJ:erent variance constraint 
for arguments and return types, the belief that covariance and contravariance 
should coexist in a programming language was surmised [8]. 

2.4 Method Specialization 

In the presence of subsumption the invocation of a method, using valid param
eters in order to return a valid type, must be examined based on whether the 
invoked method is inherited or overridden. For inherited methods, subsumption 
permits arguments to be more specific and return types to be more general. It is 
often desirable to override a method from a superclass in the subclass in order to 
introduce code specialized for the subclass. When overriding, the method decla
ration should not be restricted to providing argument and return types that are 
equal to the overridden method's types. The argument and return types of the 
overridden method can be altered to accommodate the specialized behaviour 
required in the overridden method. The term associated with this language 
characteristic is method specialization. Note that Java does not permit the use 
of different argument types in overridden methods, although it does support 
a return type that is a subtype of the return type of the method being over
ridden. Nevertheless, a more generalized example in Figure 2.9 is introduced 
using pseudo Java syntax along wi.th the assertion that different arguments are 
permissible. 

public class SuperClass{ 
public B methodl(A a){ ... } 
public D method2(C c){ ... } 

} 

public class SubClass extends SuperClass{ 
public D' method2(C' c){ ... } 

} 

Figure 2.9: Method specialization 

Inspection of method2 raises the question as to what valid arguments and 
return types are permissible given the constraint subsumptioll imposes on the 
objects instantiated with the code Subclass sub = new SubClass() and a Super
Class sup = neW SuperClass(). If sub is subsumed into type SuperClass, then 
it is permissable to call method2 using the static parameter type C and to re
turn the result with static type D. Therefore, given this constraint imposed by 
subsumption, two relations can be conjectured. Firstly, C <: C' and secondly, 
D' <: D. Method Specialization on Override is the formal name given when 
overriding methods utilize these two relations. Note that the result type D is 
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specialized to D'(covariantly) and the argument types are generalized from C to 
G'(contravariantly). Recall that from Section 2.3.2, a function type to another 
function type, as is the case for the overridden method public D method2( G 
c){ ... }, utilizes these two relations. A strong argument for the contra/covari
ance of a function type can be found in [1]. 

2.5 Self Type Specialization 

At this point, the concepts of inheritance, overriding and subsumption have 
been explored. It was also shown that for overridden methods, arguments must 
be contravariant and results must be covariant. For inheritance, arguments 
must be covariant and results must be contravariant. Subsumption provides 
the flexibility to use a range of arguments and return types based on a class 
hierarchy, however, it does so by adding to the language the overhead necessary 
to inspect an object's type. With this in mind, it is now possible to introduce 
Self types into the next example in order to explain the effect contravariance 
will have on this specific type. In order to remove the overhead necessary for 
checking the type of an object, Self types were introduced. Recall that the type 
Self has the same type as the object in which it resides. Self types have been 
incorporated into a number of programming languages. For example, C++ has 
a pointer called 'this', while Eiffel has a reference called 'Current'. The variable 
named self will represent an actual instance of type Self in any examples that 
follow. Figure 2.10 shows the modifications made on Figure 2.9 in order to 
introduce Self types. 

public class SuperClass{ 
public Self methodl(Self self){ ... return self;} 
public Self method2(Self self){ ... return self;} 

} 

public class SubClass extends SuperClass{ 
public Self method2(Self self){ ... return self;} 

} 

Figure 2.10: Self type specialization 

The introduction of type Self into methods creates another implicit form 
of method specialization. In Figure 2.10, if an object of type SuperClass has 
method 1 invoked, the return type of Self will be of type SuperClass. If an 
object of type SubClass invokes this same method, the return type of Self will 
not be that of SuperClass, but will instead be of type SubClass. This feature 
of the type Self occurs due to the fact that Self is always bound to the object 
that is the receiver of the method invocation. The implicit specialization of 
the type Self is analogous to creating methods as functions that have their first 
parameter as type Self. Functions adhering to this type of construction are 
referred to as pre-methods. For example, in Figure 2.10, method1 of SuperClass 
would have pre-method 1 (pmI) type (SuperClassxSelf) -4 Self. An instance 
of SubClass, which inherits from SuperClass, has for method 1 the pre-method 
(pmI') type (SubClassxSelf) -4 Self. In both cases, the argument Self is 
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prefixed to methodl and implicitly specialized to an instance of a class. Since 
pml <: pml', pml also has the type pml' because of subsumption. This 
means that pml is a valid pre-method for SubClass, permitting SubClass to 
inherit this method. This example illustrates quite clearly that, in general, for 
any inheritable pre-method of type (SuperClassxA1 ) -t BI, the type of the 
pre-method, in any instance of a subclass due to the properties of subsumption, 
would be (SubClass x AI') -t Bt ', with the constraint that At' <: Al and Bt 

<: B t '. Therefore, methods inherited by SubClass that contain objects of type 
Self are implicitly specialized to the type of SubClass. 

The implicit specialization of the return type of Self provides even greater 
flexibility and advantages if introduced into a language. For instance, if methodl 
were to return a recursive type i.e. the same type as the object itself, then 
the context in which the method is invoked may be unsound. Specifically, if 
methodl is invoked via an instance of SuperClass, no inconsistencies will arise 
with a return type of SuperClass. If however, an instance of SubClass, which 
inherits methodl, were to adopt the convention of returning a recursive type 
i.e. return an instance of SubClass, methodl could possibly create a return type 
that is an instance of type SuperClass, allowable because of subsumption, that 
is by no means an instance of SubClass. Replacing relevant recursive types with 
Self types ensures methods remain sound, stated again, because the type Self 
is always bound to the object that is the receiver of the method invocation. 
Since inherited methods will now only return types that are sound, it is now 
possible and desirable, from a purist point of view, to eliminate the need to 
inspect an objects type. This is a major step forward in the development of a 
pure object-oriented language. The overhead required to introduce Self types 
into a language is relatively minor. The overhead required is to simply keep 
track of the type of Self. It would appear that there are no obstacles to the 
introduction of this language feature. The expressive power of the language is 
increased. As well, the overhead needed by a language to check the type of an 
object, and more importantly, the need to check the type of an object become 
an obsolete characteristic of object-oriented languages. This in fact would be 
the case if inheritance only required argument and return types to be covariant. 
For overridden methods, it has been strongly argued in Section 2.4, that argu
ments must be contravariant. Object-oriented languages introducing the use of 
the type Self in contravariant positions, in combination with subclassing to pro
duce subtypes, will be shown to be unsound. Specifically, the subtype relation 
utilized by most object-oriented programming languages fails under certain con
ditions due to the characteristics of Self. Therefore, the need to overcome this 
deficiency prompted research into new typing techniques, primarily higher-order 
matching and f-bound matching. These typing techniques will be explained in 
greater detail after explanation surrounding the subtype relation deficiency is 
understood. 

2.6 Subclassing, Subtyping - Problems 

The introduction of Self types in a programming language produces a language 
that is more strongly coupled to the notion of object-orientation. In doing 
so, the subclassing-is-subtyping, also considered the inheritance-is-subtyping 
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relation becomes unsound when a method is overridden using arguments of 
type Self in a contravariant position. Research supporting the need to decouple 
subtyping and inheritance is provided by [2, 10, 20]. By permitting Self to be 
used as arguments in contravariant positions, the degree to which sUbsumption 
can be utilized becomes more restrictive as subclasses may not necessarily infer 
that the subtype relation remain sound. Given the object types in Figure 2.11 
derived from associated class definitions in Figure 2.12, a simple example is 
used to support the statements regarding the subtype relation when utilizing 
Self types. 

ObjectType SuperClassType is 
int i; 

public SuperClassType methodl(SuperClassType object); 
end; 

ObjectType SubClassType is 
public int i; 

public SubClassType methodl(SubClassType object); 
public SubClassType method2(SubClassType object); 

end; 

Figure 2.11: Types for SuperClass and SubClass 

public class SuperClass{ 
public int i = 0; 

} 

public Self methodl(Self object){ 
if(object.i == self.i) 

return object; 
else 

return self; 
} 

public class SubClass extends SuperClass{ 
public Self method2(Self object){ 

if(object.i < self.i) 
return object; 

else 
return self; 

} 

} 

Figure 2.12: Classes for SuperClass and SubClass 

The type of class SuperClass is denoted by SuperClassType. In a similar 
capacity, the type of SubClass is denoted by SubClassType. For each of the 
classes, the corresponding type definition has been modified with the applica
ble recursive type substituted for all occurrences of Self types, indicating that 
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public class SubSubClass extends SubClass{ 
public Self methodl(Self object){ 

if(object.method2(self) == self) 
return self; 

else 
return object; 

} 
} 

Figure 2.13: Overridden method of SuperClass 

the Self type does in fact get implicitly specialized for inherited methods. The 
methods found in Figure 2.12 are examples of binary methods, i.e methods that 
operate on two objects of the same type. The usage of object in methodl is done 
so in a contravariant context and according to the rules stated prior. It would 
be convenient to suggest, given that SubClass is a subclass of SuperClass, that 
SubClassType <: SuperClassType in keeping with the widely accepted view 
that the subclassing relation assumes a corresponding subtype relation Ill]. 
Java, C++, and Eiffel are popular languages supporting inheritance-based sub
typing. With Self types, this train of thought can have adverse affects in a 
program. Consider the class SubSubClass. An instance of this class has type 
SubClassType. If SubClassType is assumed to be a subtype of SuperType, i.e. 
SubClassType <: SuperClassType, then any instance of SubSubClass would 
also have the type Super Class Type due to subsumption. Subsumption, in the 
context of the overridden method methodl in SubSubClass, permits the use of 
any instance of type SuperClass. Therefore, if the overridden methodl of Sub
SubClass is invoked using an instance of SuperClass, the overridden method will 
cause an error as instances of SuperClass do not contain the method method2 
required in the 'if' statement. The subtype relation does not hold true, in this 
example, for any object passed as a parameter that is an instance of Super
Class. It is worth noting that the overridden method methodl could have been 
written in such a way that the subtype relation would remain sound. However, 
it is sufficient to show that the possibility exists whereby the subtype relation 
will create unpredictable behaviour. Also, the programmer should not need to 
be concerned with implementing code that ensures the subtype relation remain 
sound. The introduction of Self types to increase the flexibility and expressive 
power of a programming language have negatively impacted the flexibility pro
vided by the subtype relation and the use of subsumption. It is now possible to 
state using the argument above, that in the presence of Self types and the re
quirement imposed by contravariance on overridden methods, that subclassing 
does not imply a subtype relation [10]. This condition was also discovered by 
[9] when experimenting with Eiffel. This shortfall requires that a new approach 
be undertaken in order to soundly handle Self types, inheritance and overrid
ing. In order to combat this condition, [19] suggested a new approach which 
incorporated f-bound matching on all polymorphic types in Eiffel. Object pro
tocols, which provide the foundation for f-bound matching have been developed 
to address this shortfall. 
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2.7 Self Type, Protocols, Matching 

The problem the Self type creates is that of ensuring valid parameterization. 
Although the subtype relation has been shown to be inadequate, there exist 
two relations that provide a solution. These two relations, referred to as higher
-order matching and f-bound matching, can be used to augment the subtype 
relation in order to ensure correctness in object-oriented languages utilizing 
Self types. These relations are similar to the subtype relation in that they are 
relations based on the type derived from a class and the type derived by one of 
its subclasses. Prior research following a similar path has been undertaken in the 
hope of finding relations that can adequately provide sound typing techniques 
over recursive types [6, 10, 13, 17). Object operators, as shown in Figure 2.14, 
are used to reveal these relations using protocols. A more in-depth explanation 
of protocols is provided in [7). The protocols are actually functions on types. 
Similar to the type of an object, the elements of a protocol include names of 
fields, methods, and types. The main difference between a protocol and an 
object type is that the recursive reference Self is replaced by an arbitrary type 
variable -X-, the parameter of the protocol as a function on types. It will be 
assumed that Self <: Self when analyzing protocols. Unlike the subtype relation, 
subsumption is abandoned. 

ObjectOperator SuperClassProtocol[X] is 
int i; 
public X method1CX object); 

end; 

ObjectOperator SubClassProtocol[X] is 
public int i; 
public X method1CX object); 
public X method2CX object); 

end; 

Figure 2.14: Type operators 

Inspection of the protocols indicates a similarity between method1 and sug
gests that any object supporting SubClassProtocol should also support Super
ClassProtocol. In this sense, the SubClassProtocol can be viewed as an exten
sion to a SuperClassProtocol. Any protocols that contain similarities can be 
exploited in order to develop the following two relations given by [I}. 

1. SubClass Type <: SuperClassProtocol[SubClassTypej 

2. Where -<: represents higher-order subtype relation between type opera
tors: 
SubClassProtocol -<: SuperClassProtocol == 
SubClassProtocol[Tj <: SuperClassProtocol[Tj for all types T 

The first relation is commonly known as f-bound matching and the latter 
relation as higher-order matching. When presented with protocols containing 
similarities, it is possible to achieve valid parameterization utilizing either of 
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the relations. The term matching, which originated from the development of a 
language called PolyTOIL and denoted by <#, has been adopted to mimic the 
protocol relations directly on types [5]. Therefore, A <# B can be interpreted to 
mean A-Protocol[A] <: B-Protocol[A] or A-Protocol-<: B-Protocol, for f-bound 
matching and higher-order matching respectively. Since matching emulates the 
protocol relations and the relations are based on extensions to protocols, the 
property of subsumption is lost. It cannot be assumed that if A <# Band a:A 
to conclude that a:B. The loss of subsumption is offset by the fact that if two 
types match, it is guaranteed that the parameters of a function will be valid. 
Also, the problems associated with contravariant uses of the type Self are no 
longer a concern when inheriting binary methods. However, the introduction of 
Self types and matching introduces new complexities that must be addressed. 

2.8 Self Type, Matching - Problems 

The flexibility provided by Self types creates two potential problems when com
bined with matching that is dependent upon the higher-order relation. Self 
types provide the flexibility to inherit binary methods that have parameters or 
return values of the same type. The cost associated with this flexibility is that, 
under certain conditions, some classes and methods cannot be defined. It will be 
shown that this problem arises when dealing with constant values of recursive 
types. As well, the higher-order relation will be shown to be too restrictive in 
that it does not permit the programmer to define certain polymorphic classes. 

In order to present these problems, an excerpt of syntax, which is used 
as the foundation for the Win--+Foy Functional Object-Oriented Programming 
Language, is used from the language 0+-3 as detailed by [211. In order to un
derstand the example, a brief explanation of the types and terms that constitute 
an 0+-3 program is required. This information is provided in Figure 2.15 and 
Figure 2.16. 

A, B == types 
X, This, Self == type variables 
TOP == the highest type 
Object(This,Self)[vili : BiiE{l, ... ,n}] == object type 
Note: Ii is distinct; Vi is variance notation represented by 
'read' is covariance, 'write' is contravariance, 'read_write' is 
invariance 
A -> B == Function type 
Foral1(X <# A): B == match-bound declaration 

Figure 2.15: 0+-3 types 

In 0+ -3 types, the object type has two type variables, namely, This and Self. 
The relevance of distinguishing between these two types will become apparent 
after perusal of an example as outlined in Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.18. A 
distinct name of a method is represented by Ii. Variance notation is represented 
by Vi and is associated with the i-th attribute of type 'B' (Bi) where 'read' 
is covariance, 'write' is contravariance, and 'read_write' is invariance. In the 
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a, b, c == terms 
x == program variable 
object(x: A){li = biiE{l, ... ,n}} == object construction 
a.l == attribute selection 
a.l := method(x : A) bend == attribute update 
function(a: A) bend == function declaration 
a(b) == function application 
forall(X A) bend == match-bound declaration 
b(A) == match-bound application 

Figure 2.16: 0+-3 terms 

polymorphic type utilizing bounded quantification, tye type variable X is bound 
by the type A when considering matching relations. 

An object can be created with the syntax object(x: T){4 = biiE{l, ... ,n}}. 
This constructs a single program object where x denotes a program variable and 
is representative of the type of the object given by type 'T', and li = bi denote 
the i-th attribute with distinct label '1' and associated term b. Having outlined 
syntax and constraints on types and terms, it is now possible to merge these two 
components in order to construct programs having the form of program-name : 
Type = Term and type type-name = Type. Constraints that must be adhered 
to when constructing programs are that program-name and type-name names 
be distinct, Type is the type associated with a program-name, and that type 
of Term <: Type. The example in {21} implementing Boolean values has been 
revised to reflect syntax as detailed in this paper and introduces the reader to a 
complete program in the Win-+Foy Functional Object-Oriented Programming 
Language. As well, the examples have been simplified by eliminating some 
terms in the programs that are not required to support the argument showing 
the necessity for the types This and Self. 

type Bool = Object (This , Self){ 

} 

public read equal: Self -> Self 
public read not : Self 

true Bool object(self: Self){ 

} 

equal = function(x Self) x end 
not = false; 

false Bool object(self: Self){ 

} 

equal = function(x Self) x.not end 
not = true; 

Figure 2.17: Type Bool using only Self 

A definition of the type Bool has been provided, and at first glance appears 
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to be correct. However, this is misleading when considering programs t'rue and 
false, both having in common the type Bool. Consider the label equal, in the 
type Bool, a function that takes a parameter of type Self i.e. Bool, and returns 
a result of type Self Le. Bool. It would seem intuitive that if two instances 
of Boolean values are being compared for equality that it would be sufficient 
to return the type Self. Given that both true and false are of type Bool, the 
implementations of the method equal in both true and false are expected to be 
sound. Unfortunately, this is not always the case due to the flexibility provided 
by Self types regarding inheritance. Erroneous results will occur because the 
method 'not' and the method 'equal' that uses 'not' return a result based on 
a new constant value of the type Bool and not a value of the type Self that 
may be completely different when dealing with subtypes of Bool. Therefore, it 
is sufficient to state that Self is not an appropriate return type of the method 
equal. To address this problem, a recursive variable type This is used to modify 
the type Bool as in Figure 2.18. Recursive types in objects will be represented 
by the type variable This, whereas Self will be used to represent the type of the 
object in which the method is being invoked. The type of This and Self will 
differ when encountered in subclasses, otherwise, both types will simultaneously 
represent the type of the object in which they reside. 

type Bool = Object (This , Self){ 

} 

public read equal: Self -> This 
public read not : This 

true Bool object (self : Self){ 

} 

false Bool 

equal = function(x Self) x end 
not = false; 

object(self : Self){ 

} 

equal = function(x Self) x.not end 
not = true; 

Figure 2.18: Type Bool revised with This 

If we now consider the definition for the type Bool in Figure 2.18 utilizing 
the recursive type This, bound to type Bool, it is readily apparent that false 
is well-typed because the return type is always based on a constant value of 
type Bool. In its current form, true remains ill-typed because the equal method 
can return a subtype of Bool and this has been shown to produce potentially 
erroneous results due to the dependency on the type of Self in the context of 
inheritance. A revised implementation for the method equal that is contained 
in true is shown in Figure 2.19 along with the other well-typed definitions. The 
method equal, now rewritten as 'x.not.not' will always return a result that is a 
constant value of the type Bool. 

Matching has been discussed and formally described in section 2.7. As well, 
the syntax of Win-+Foy has been detailed in Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16. It is 
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type Bool Object(This, Self){ 

} 

public read equal: Self -> This 
public read not : This 

true Bool object(self: Self){ 

false Bool 

} 

equal ~ function(x Self) x.not.not end 
not = false; 

object(self : Self){ 

} 

equal = function(x Self) x.not end 
not = true; 

Figure 2.19: Well typed using This and Self 

now possible to explain the concept of matching in the context of Win---+Foy. In
formally, matching can occur between object types only. Further, higher-order 
matching occurs when the corresponding variables representing This and Self 
of object types undergoing matching analysis correspond to each other exactly. 
This constraint is relaxed with f-bound matching in order to accommodate poly
morphic types. More simply put, f-bound matching requires substitution of a 
specific type for any occurrences of Self and This variables in both of the ob
jects being matched. This informal explanation of matching is sufficient at this 
time in order to demonstrate the necessity for inclusion of both higher-order 
and f-bound matching in a programming language. Again, the example in [21J 
implementing a list has been revised to reflect syntax utilized by Win--+Foy 
Functional Object-Oriented Programming Language. The actual implementa
tion for a term of type ListObj has been omitted for brevity. 

The syntax for a list in Figure 2.20 requires that elements first match the type 
Equal using the relation associated with f-bound quantification. An attempt to 
store elements of type Bool into the list requires that Bool <#F Equal. Based 
on the information known about Self types, the matching relations, and the type 
of the method equal in both type Bool and Equal, it is possible to derive Self -> 
This <: Self -> Bool. The rules pertaining to f-bounded quantification requires 
substitutions for all occurrences of corresponding Self and This variables in the 
types undergoing validation of a matching. After performing these substitutions 
with the type Bool, the relation takes the form Bool -> Bool <: Bool -> Bool, 
which clearly must be valid. If the program were to be altered using the higher
-order interpretation, Bool <#H Equal would be the resulting relation. This 
requires a type check on the equal method of Self -> This <: Self -> Bool. The 
definition of higher-order matching conveys the point that the variables This and 
Self must correspond exactly to each other in both object types being matched. 
In this example, the Self variables correspond, however, This <: Bool does not 
correspond, and therefore the higher-order matching relation prevents elements 
of type Bool from being included in the list. Hence, the need for inclusion of 
both relations in a programming language has been demonstrated. 
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To this point, it has been shown that Self types are indeed a desirable fea
ture of object-oriented languages. Although Self types enrich a programming 
language, deficiencies in the subtype relation arise when presented with con
travariant instances of parameters. Two new relations have been provided to 
address this problem, namely higher-order and f-bound matching. Although 
these relations address the subtype issue, subsumption is lost. Additionally, the 
higher-order relation has been shown to be too restrictive in that it does not 
permit polymorphism, a key component in any object-oriented programming 
language. For this reason, both forms of matching must be integrated into a 
programming language. As well, certain conditions may arise that prevent a 
programmer from correctly implementing certain programs relying on constant 
values of a particular type. Therefore, the introduction of the type variable This 
becomes a necessary component of a programming language to address this 
issue. Win-Foy Functional Object-Oriented Programming Language, which 
implements the concepts detailed thus far, is presented more formally in the 
following sections of this paper. 
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type Obj ~ Object(This.Self){ 
} 

type ListObj = Object(This,Self){ 
} 

type Bool = Object(This.Self){ 

} 

public read implies : Self -> Self 
public read equal : Self -> This 
public read and : Self -> Self 
public read not : Self 
public read if : Forall 

(X <#F Obj 
) : 

X -> (X -> X) 
public read or : Self -> Self 
public read asThis : This 

type Equal = Object(This,Self){ 
public read equal Self -> Bool 

} 

type List = Forall 
(E <#F Equal 
) : 

E -> ListObj 

list List = forall 

Version 1.0 

(E <#F Equal 
) 

function 
(x : E 
) 

object (self ListObj){ 
} end end 

Figure 2.20: List 
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Chapter 3 

Win ---1-Foy 

3.1 Requirements 

At the onset of the development of Win----+Foy, broad goals were established 
in order to provide a foundation that would lead to successful completion of 
the thesis paper, programming language, and user interface. These goals are 
itemized below. 

1. Elaborate in concise and clear form the theory, the implementation details 
and any findings via experimentation with the language. 

2. Implement both the language and the user interface. 
3. Collaborate on problems, features and test programs during implementa

tion or experimentation. 

The remainder of this chapter will set out to achieve these goals. The ap
proach taken to convey this information will be to begin with specifications 
regarding the language, UI, program, and source files. Hardware and software 
specifications utilized to implement the overall program will be listed. Regard
ing implementation, only significant methods responsible for particular program 
features will be discussed. As well, an effort is made to limit actual implemen
tation details surrounding particular methods in an effort to maintain focus on 
the overall approach undertaken. Method signatures, in most cases, provide 
sufficient detail needed to communicate a good understanding of the internal 
procedures of a method and will assist the reader in identifying the code in the 
source files accompanying this thesis if further scrutiny is desired. 

3.1.1 Language Specifications 

The o~erall goal was to develop a language that would highlight the complexities 
of introducing Self types into a programming language in order to make redun
dant the necessity to check the type of an object. The theoretical language found 
in [21 J was to provide the foundation for basic syntactical structure. To reiter
ate, the language has been referred to as 0+-3. The language is recursive and, 
therefore, its implementation significantly utilizes the composite design pattern. 
This will become apparent in the sections dealing with types and programs. 
Appendix B provides reference to all the components necessary to successfully 
create a program source file. The composite design pattern, when utilized by a 
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program, tends to create complex data structures for both types and programs. 
In general, recuTsive calls are invoked on data structures comprising types and 
programs for each of the following requirements of the language. Also, several 
other recursive routines are necessary in order to support the features outlined. 

1. Implement a subset of theoretical language 0+-3. 
2. Ensure types and programs are "closed" (i.e. no free variables). 
3. Determine the type of a program. 
4. Ensure that every program is type correct. 
5. Determine subtype, higher-order and f-bound matching relations. 
6. Accept a program and determine the result. 
7. Format text for display in user interface. 

3.1.2 User Interface Specifications 

The user interface (UI) has been designed to highlight key concepts expressed 
in this paper. The UI consists of one window. At no times, with the exception 
of file management actions, are other windows utilized by the program. Rather 
a decision was made to partition a single main window into components, each 
responsible for the specific tasks stated below. 

1. Menu items for all operations. 
2. Toolbar for most common operations. 
3. Source file editing. 
4. Source file acceptance messages. 
5. Display of subtype, higher-order and f-bound matching relations. 
6. Method search and update capabilities. 
7. Input of a program, output displaying the result. 
8. Input of a program, output displaying the prog;ram's type. 

3.1.3 Program Specification 

A complete program consists of types and program declarations. Therefore, 
correct syntax must be used before a program can be successfully accepted. The 
complete language is listed in Figures 3.1 through 3.4 below for quick reference. 
It can also be found in Appendix B. 

A, B == types 
X, This, Self == type variables 
TOP == the largest type with respect to subtyping 
Object(This,Self)[vili : BiiE{l, ... ,n}j == object type 
Note: Ii is distinct; Vi is variance notation represented by 
'read' is covariance, 'write' is contravariance, 'read write' is 
invariance 
A -> B == Function type 
Forall(X <#F A): B == f-bound declaration 
Forall(X <#H A): B == higher-order declaration 

Figure 3.1: Win---*Foy types specifications 
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a, b, c == terms 
x program variable 
object(x : A){li = b i iE{l, ... ,n}} == object construction 
a.l == attribute selection 
a.l := method(x : A) b end attribute update 
function(a: A) bend == function declaration 
a(b) == function application 
forall(X <#F A) bend:::: f-bound declaration 
forall(X <#H A) bend:::: higher-order declaration 
b(A) :::: match-bound application 

Figure 3.2: Win----Foy terms specifications 

program-identifier: program I-Type = program 1 

Figure 3.3: Win----Foy program specifications 

3.1.4 Source File Specifications 

Currently, the program permits the use of one source file. This implies that if 
programs or types are required from other source files, the contents of the other 
source files must be copied to the active source file. The source file is not limited 
to any location regarding loading or saving operations. Similarly, the user is not 
restricted from using any naming convention desired as this is irrelevant within 
the implementation of Win----Foy. File management and naming conventions 
can be unique for each user and are therefore discretionary. 

The necessity to provide automatic formatting of source files will quickly 
become apparent after minimal experimentation with the language. Both types 
and programs become unwieldy. Perusing the syntax of the language, as found 
in Appendix B, it can be observed that the language is recursive. The recur
sive nature of the syntax, for both types and programs, when combined with 
object types and program objects containing several methods, quickly obscures 
readability of source code. Primarily for this reason, it was deemed necessary 
to provide a formatting scheme. The approach applied to formatting types and 
programs relies on parenthesis and indentation. In general, construction of a 
type or program will be printed on a single line when the type or program does 
not contain any parenthesis. Encountering an opening parenthesis generates a 
new line. The associated closing parenthesis is either indented to the position 
where the type or program initially started, as is the case for objects, or it is 
found directly below the opening parenthesis following any code enclosed. The 
box program in Appendix C.1 illustrates formatting of every type and program 
currently available in Win ----J:;oy. 

3.2 Hardware and Software Specifications 

Win----Foy was developed using the programming language Java. The version 
of the Java compiler at time of development was JDK version 1.6.0_10. This 
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type type-identifier = type 

program-identifier: programl-Type = programl 

Figure 3.4: Win--+Foy source file specifications 

version can be found at http://java.sun.com/, the home of Sun Microsystems. 
JCreator by Xinox Software, an interactive development environment, can be 
found at http://www.jcreator.com/and was used to write and accept source 
files comprising implementation of Win--+Foy Functional Object-Oriented Pro
gramming Language. The Java source files, implementing the scanner and 
parser, were automatically generated using software found at http:/ jjflex.de/ 
and http://byaccj.sourceforge.net/respectively. The intricacies surrounding the 
usage of these tools are explained in Section 3.2.11. These programs were in
stalled onto a Fujitsu Lifebook N Series Laptop operating under Microsoft's 
Windows Vista Home Premium version. It is worth noting that the name 
\Vin--+Foy should in no way be conjectured to have any relation to Windows 
applications using "\Vin" as a precursor to a naming convention. The program 
name, Win--+Foy, was derived by using the first three initials of the Professor's 
and student's surnames. 

3.2.1 Grammars 

JFlex and BYacc / J are the tools used to automatically generate Java files that 
provide functionality for scanning and parsing Win--+Foy source files. A brief 
discussion is given in order to familiarize the reader with the basic compo
nents required for successful generation of the relevant file. The websites have 
been provided prior and should be researched for a more comprehensive under
standing in areas of interest. Note that several panels in the main window of 
Win--+Foy require parsing and lexical scanning. Although it would have been 
sufficient to provide a single scanner and parser capable of handling functionality 
for all paneL'l, it was decided that each panel be provided with its own specific 
scanner and parser. The rationale behind this decision is twofold. Firstly, a sub
set of the grammars is often only needed as each panel has specific functionality. 
Secondly, updating or debugging user supplied Java code in the files becomes 
more efficient as time is not wasted looking at irrelevant code necessary only for 
other panels functionality. 

3.2.1.1 JFlex 

JFlex is a scanner generator for Java and written in Java. There are three basic 
components for a specification file that JFlex requires before producing a Java 
file to suffice as a scanner. These components are listed below. 

IAn of the resources utilized to develop Win-->Foy were obtained at no charge and used for 
educational purposes only. It should not be assumed that this paper endorses free commercial 
usage of any of the software tools named. It is the responsibility of the programmer to 
determine the terms and conditions of use of these resources and this information is generally 
provided at the relevant websites listed. 
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1. user code 
2. options and declarations 
3. lexical rules 

Between each component, the symbol %% acts as a delimiter. User code is 
copied from the JFlex file specification to the Java scanner file verbatim. This 
code is placed directly at the beginning of the file before the class declaration. 
Generally, this section is used for Java imports, packages and appropriate com
ments. The options and declarations section allows for specific functionality to 
be included within the scanner class. For example, the %line option turns on the 
scanner line counting feature. Declarations are permitted in this section that 
may include any allowable Java syntax normally found within a class such as 
method declarations, variables and constructor overrides. The only restriction 
is that Java declarations be enclosed in a single set of %{ ... %} symbols. Macro 
definitions, representing abbreviations for regular expressions, are provided as 
a means for clarity and readability. Specifically, these macro definitions will be 
used in the regular grammar specification required in the lexical rules section. 
The lexical rules section details the specific actions the scanner is to undertake 
when a regular expression has been matched. The main source file scanner 
specification is provided in Appendix A.1. 

3.2.1.2 BYacc/J 

BYacc/ J is a parser generator for Java. There are three basic components for 
a specification file that BYacc/J requires before producing a Java file to suffice 
as a parser. These components are listed below. 

1. declarations 
2. actions 
3. code 

BYacc/ J is somewhat similar to JFlex in that each component is delimited 
using the symbol %%. Declarations are permitted in this section that may in
clude any allowable Java syntax normally found at the beginning of a Java file, 
prior to the class declaration. The only restriction is that Java declarations 
be enclosed in a single set of %{ ... %} symbols. Declarations also include any 
tokens and precedents required that will be used in the actions section. The 
actions section requires a context-free grammar that utilizes the tokens in order 
to form expressions that will ultimately be parsed. Upon an expression being 
completely matched, specific functionality is executed that returns an instance 
of a class that wraps the result. Currently, BYacc/ J restricts the result to be 
an instance of a single class. Therefore, different expressions are not permitted 
to return instances of different classes. If different return types are required, 
a wrapper class encompassing needed information must be implemented to cir
cumvent this restriction. This is indeed the case for Win~Foy which uses a class 
succinctly named ParserWrapper to wrap required and varied information. The 
final section is copied from the BYacc / J file specification to the Java parser 
file verbatim. This code is placed within the parser class and can be accessed 
accordingly. The main source file parser specification is provided in Appendix 
A.2. 
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3.2.2 Parsing 

The file in Appendix A.2 provides necessary information required by BYacc/ J 
in order to produce a Java parser file. Inspection of this material indicates 
conformity to the restrictions imposed by BYacc/J. The first section contains 
declarations that are found in the parser source file before the parser class is 
declared. A list of tokens, matching those found in the scanner, are the compo
nents used to match the context-free grammar expressions found in the second 
section. Perusal of the token list reveals that precedence has been established for 
the tokens COLON and ARROW. Precedence for theses tokens was necessary 
in order to resolve shift and reduce conflicts. Note that certain types and pro
grams require several expressions in order to capture all the possible variations 
the language provides for these data structures. For example, an object type 
may have several methods or may not have any methods. Successful parsing of 
an expression should permit specific actions to commence. The actions associ
ated with a specific expression are found enclosed in { ... } immediately following 
the expression. As was mentioned prior, BYacc/ J allows for only a single return 
type, although, it is possible to change the default return type via a command 
line argument. Source files contain many different types and programs, and this 
infers that parsed expressions must accommodate several return types. In order 
to circumvent the single return type constraint currently imposed by BYacc/J, 
a class named Parser Wrapper was developed to encompass all possible return 
types. This class also provides all relevant methods for accessing and updating 
the results stored in an instance of the class due to parsing. Access to this class 
is not done directly, rather, the parser provides an interface that accesses this 
information indirectly. This code, among other, is found in the last section of 
the parser specification file. This code is copied verbatim into the parser class 
code generated by BYacc/J. 

3.2.2.1 Types 

The implementation of Win ...... Foy provides a robust type hierarchy. Specifi
cally, the available types are variables, identifiers, function types, polymorphic 
types, object types, and the type TOP. Figure 3.5 displays the type hierarchy 
implemented in the program. As method signatures for each type are quite 
lengthy, parameter specifications have been omitted. The diagram conforms to 
UML specification, therefore, emphasized text is used to represent an abstract 
class or method, an arrow emanating from any concrete type class to the base 
abstract class Type indicates inheritance, and a diamond shape anchored to a 
concrete class that is connected to the base abstract class Type denotes compo
sition. The recursive nature of types is noticeably evident by the extensive use 
of the composite design pattern. Only material methods have been indicated 
in the base abstract class and their importance and context in the program is 
discussed ahead. The elements that comprise a specific type are provided and 
further the notion of composition where an element is in fact a type. 
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Type 

/tfv: Set<String> 

+freeVariables(): Set<String> 
+/indldents(): Set<String> 

3 +equals(): boolean 1 
+subType{): boolean 

+matchingHigh(): boolean 
+matchingFBound(): boolean 
+substitute(): Type 
+clone(): Object 

2 +listFreeVariable.O: Set<String> 2 
+i.ClosedO: boolean 
+toFoTmatString(): String 

A 

TypeVar TypeFuDctioD TypePolymorph TypeTop 

-Dame: String. -source: Type -var: Type Var 

-target: Type -bound: Type 
-body: Type ,1 -order: boolean 

, 
1 

~ 
TypeObject 

-thisI: TypeVar 
-self!: TypeVar 
-htMethod: Hashtable<String, Method> 

U 1 

O •• * 

Method 

-metbodName: String 
-modi: String 1 
-mod2: String 

~ --fieldType: Type 

Figure 3.5: Type hierarchy 

3.2.2.2 Programs 

Similar to the type hierarchy, the implementation of Win-+Foy provides a ro
bust program hierarchy. Specifically, the available programs are variables, iden
tifiers, function declarations, function applications, polymorphic declarations, 
polymorphic applications, objects, object selections, and object updates. Fig
ure 3.6 displays the program hierarchy implemented in the program. As method 
signatures for each program are qUite lengthy, parameter specifications have 
been omitted. The diagram conforms to UML specifications as explained in 
Section 3.2.2.1, however, the term type should be substituted with program in 
this context. 
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1 1 
Program 

Ifpv: Set<String> 

+getType(): Type 

1 +substituteProgram(): Program 1 
+substituteType(): Progrum 
#elonel): Object 

+freeProg ramVariables(): Set<S'ring> 

3 +freeTypeVariables(): Set<String> 3 
+findProglden,sl): void 
+flndTypeldents(): void 
+listFreeTypeVariablesO: Sel<Slring> 
+isTypeClosedO: boolean 1 

2 +execute(): Program 
+toFormatString(): String 

f>.. 

ProgramVar 

-name: String 

ProgramUp 

-pi: Program 
·p2: Program 
-selection: String 
-pv: ProgramVar 

ProgramFunDecl -I: Type 

-pv: ProgramVar 6 1 
-I: Type 
~ram 

, 

ProgramSel 

-p: Program 
-selection: String 

6.l 
y 

U 1 
ProgramPolyDecl 

-Iv: TypeVar 
-order: boolean 

ProgramFunAppl -I: Type 

-pi: Program 
~r.m 

-p2: Program 6.l 
-selection: String 
-pv: ProgramVar ProgramPolyAppl 

y 

-I: Type 1 

tl -p: Program --I: Type 

ProgramObj 

1 -pv: ProgramVar - -I: Type 
-hIProgramMelhs: H.shtable<String, ProgramMelh> 

1 
l 

O •• * 
ProgramMeth 

-melhN.me: String 
-p: Program 

6 1 ., 

Figure 3.6: Program hierarchy 
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3.2.3 Accepting a Source File 

As stated prior, source code can be as abundant as necessary. This means that 
there is no limitation on the maximum number of types or programs contained 
within a source file. With that in mind, an attempt by the programmer to 
adhere to the following restrictions expedites the source acceptance process. 
Firstly, the source file must contain at least one type. A suggested type is a 
base object that does not contain any methods. This restriction may be relaxed 
in future versions if experimentation deems the use of hardcoded types, within 
types or programs, more convenient than using type identifiers. Nevertheless, 
this feature tends to support increased use of identifiers within types and pro
grams. Secondly, types must be declared before use within any other types 
or programs. Attempts to accept a source file will fail until these two condi
tions are satisfied. Acceptance then focuses on syntactical errors that· deviate 
from those outlined in Appendix B. Upon the acceptance process reaching this 
stage, types and programs can be assumed to be safely stored in appropriate 
data structures. More stringent tests are then performed before acknowledge
ment is given indicating acceptance of a source file. Discussion surrounding the 
remainder of issues regarding acceptance follows immediately. Note, if at any 
point acceptance fails, the user is presented with error messages, emphasized 
through the use of colour, suggesting appropriate action. 

3.2.4 Environments 

There are several environments within Win-.;Foy that are used as storage. The 
environments are implemented as Hashtables and in some cases contain similar 
data, however, the purpose of each is very specific and will be discussed. The 
recursive nature of many method calls in the program depends on any number 
of these environments for retrieval and storage. In situations where any or all of 
these environments are called upon to store new data or where the possibility of 
retrieved data can be altered, a threat to the integrity of utilized environments 
exists. To compensate for this potentially calamitous runtime side effect that 
may require substantial debugging, all methods are required to ensure that the 
original state of relevant environments is restored upon method termination. 
For occassions where storage is deemed necessary, the environment's keys are 
checked for duplicates. If duplicates exists, a backup of the original data is 
performed and later reinserted along with the original key in order to restore 
the original state. For those cases where data may be altered, the data is cloned 
and it is the cloned data that is manipulated during subsequent execution of the 
method. Basically, the type environment and the typed-program environments 
rely on parsing in order to be populated. All other environments are utilized 
during method execution and populated according to the functionality needed 
at any given point of execution. 

3.2.4.1 Type Environment 

The structure of the type environment is Hashtable<String,Type>. The type 
environment is populated when the original source file, provided by the pro
grammer, is parsed. Recall that a type is declared using the syntax "type 
type-identifier = type". Consequently, a successful parse of a type found in the 
source file will store an associated entry of type-identifier and t)1)e. 
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3.2.4.2 Typed-Program Environment 

The structure of the typed-program environment is 
Hashtable<String,TypedProgram>. The program environment is popu-
lated when the original source me, provided by the programmer, is parsed. 
Again, recall that a program is declared using the syntax "program-identifier 
: program-Type = program". From this syntax it is apparent that a program
-identifier is associated with two pieces of information, namely program-Type 
and program. The class TypedProgram is responsible for storing this data. 
Consequently, a successful parse of a program found in the source file will store 
an associated entry of program-identifier and typed-program. 

3.2.4.3 Program Environment 

The structure of the program environment is Hashtable<String,Type>. For 
certain computations such as determining the type of a program it is necessary 
to associate a program variable with a specific type. This occurs, in particu
lar, in the case of a program object, object selection, and function declaration 
since those constructions introduce and bind new variables. In these cases, the 
program variable represents the String and the program variable's type repre
sents Type. This data is stored accordingly in the hashtable and provides the 
foundation required to check a program's type as explained in Section 3.2.5.4. 

3.2.4.4 Variable Mapping 

The structure of the variable environment is Hashtable<String,String>. This 
environment is populated while comparing two types. Some rules (see Ap
pendix F) for comparing types require that bounded variables are named equally. 
If, for example, it is necessary to determine that Object(A,B){ ... } <: Ob
ject(C,D){ ... }, the variable mapping environment will be populated with the 
string pairs <A,C> and <B,D>, thereby, circumventing the need to rename C 
to A and D to B. As a result the variable A in the first object type is considered 
to be equal to the variable C in the second object type. A similar argument 
applies to Band D. The benefit of the variable mapping environment is that 
lengthy subtype checking can be avoided since the variable environment provides 
a quicker means to determine if a relation exists by simply checking variables 
for equivalence instead of the actual type. Note that this same process occurs 
in polymorphic types as bounded variables are found within this type as well. 
Where contravariance occurs due to function types or object modifiers, all bound 
environments containing identical keys found in the variable mapping environ
ment are revised to reflect this change. Therefore, if in the previous example a 
method of Ob ject( A,B){ ... } encounters modifiers requiring contravariance, the 
revised variable mapping environment will have pairs reversed such that <C,A> 
and <D,B> are inserted. As well, the bound, higher-order, and f-bound envi
ronments that had a type associated with the former variable environment key 
will now have the type associated with the relevant revised key. 

3.2.4.5 Subtype, Higher-Order, and F-Bound Environments 

The structure of the bound environments are Hashtable<String,Type>, where 
String is represented by a variable and Type is represented by the type bound 
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to the variable. Hence the label "bound" environment. The bound environ
ments contain the axioms required to check subtype, higher-order, and f-bound 
relationships. Perusal of the code in the classes TypeObject, TypePolymorph, 
and TypeVar illustrate the use of each of these environments. For the most 
part, each environment is populated when a relation checking routine is called 
within these classes. The methods are appropriately labelled subType, match
ingHigh, and matchingFBound. Where applicable code updates environments, 
the rules inserted correspond directly with the axioms provided in the detailed 
language specification found in [21]. For instance, in a type declaration con
taining Forall(X <#H Object(A,B){ ... }), the higher-order bound environment 
would be updated with the pair <X, Object(A,B){ ... }> during subtype check
ing. If during relation checking in subsequent recursive calls the variable X is 
encountered, the highOl'-order bound environment can be accessed for the type 
associated with the variable. This type can then be utilized as required by the 
currently running method. The process is essentially the same for subtype and 
f-bound checking. 

3.2.5 Program Structure 

To this point in development of Win-;Foy, the main components required by 
the program have been discussed. It is now only a matter of explaining how 
these components are used in order to provide the underlying features of the 
programming language that are not readily apparent by inspection of the user 
interface. In general, the discussion begins with types and then focuses on 
programs in an attempt to follow the logical steps that occur during acceptance 
of a source file. 

3.2.5.1 Type Variables and Type Identifiers 

The class TypeVar is used to store an instance of a variable or identifier found in 
a source file. By default, the inception of an instance of TypeVar is considered 
a variable. However, since this class is used to represent two different types, a 
means must be provided to ascertain if the specific instance is truly a variable 
or if it is in fact an identifier. In order to determine this information, each 
type associated with an identifier in a source file is checked against a list of 
currently known identifiers. Simply put, an identifier must be declared prior to 
its use in successive types associated with successive type identifiers. It is worth 
noting that if a label is used as both an identifier and a variable, the program 
must decide the true intent of the declaration. Currently, if this situation arises 
precedence is given in favour of flagging the instance of TypeVar derived from 
this label as a variable. See Figure 3.7 for clarity of this point. In this figure, 
type A is considered to be a variable and not an identifier that is similarly 
labelled. 

type A = TOP 

type Obj ~ Object(A,B){ public read meth1 A} 

Figure 3.7: Type variables and type identifiers 
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3.2.5.2 Free Type Variables 

Given that variables and identifiers have been flagged correctly, it is possible 
to check each type for free variables. Free variables, in the context of the 
programming language, are variables that are not bound to a type or a type 
identifier. Hence, use of a free variable in a program would be unsound. At 
best, the result would be unpredictable runtime errors and at worst would be 
an aborted program. Figure 3.8 demonstrates an attempt to use a free variable 
in a source file. In this case, type variable X is free as it is neither declared in 
an outer type comprising the type associated with the identifier Obj nor is it 
previously declared as an identifier. The only valid variables in this example are 
A and B. The only valid identifier that can be used in Obj is T. Recursive uses 
of identifiers in associated types is not permitted, therefore, Obj substituted for 
X would be considered using an identifier before declaration. 

type T = TOP 

type Obj = Object(A.B){ public read methi X} 

Figure 3.8: Free type variable X 

3.2.5.3 Free Typed-Program Variables 

The syntax of a program is program-identifier: program- Type = program. The 
concepts applied to types regarding free type variable checking are applicable to 
program-Type and types contained within program, and thus, further discussion 
regarding types found in typed-programs is not necessary. Free program variable 
checking is similar in nature to checking occurrences of free variables in types. 
There exist, however, two fundamental differences that permit constraints to be 
relaxed. Firstly, use of program identifiers in a source file before declaration is 
permitted. Secondly, recursive occurrences of a program are allowed. Figure 
3.9 assists in illustrating that it is permissible to declare programs recursively, 
as is the case for pI. Also, p2 has utilized pI before declaration. 

type Obji = Object(A.B){ 
public read methi A 

} 

p2 Obji = pi 

pi Obji = pi 

Figure 3.9: Free typed-program variables 

3.2.5.4 Determining a Program's Type 

Determination of a program's type requires specific operations that are de
pendent upon the kind of program of interest. There are eight fundamental 
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public Type getType(Hashtable<String.Type> progEnY. 
Hashtable<String.Type> boundEnv. 
Hashtable<String.Type> boundEnvH. 
Hashtable<String.Type> boundEnvF. 
Hashtable<String.Type> typeEnv. 
Hashtable<String,TypedProgram> typedProgEnv) 
throws TypeError { ... } 

Figure 3.10: getType function 

programs, therefore, there are eight distinct sets of operations that can be per
formed once the process of determining the type of a program commences. Note 
that the recursive nature of programs makes it difficult to ascertain the exact or
der of events. Also, programs may contain type identifiers, and this necessitates 
determination of the actual type associated with a type identifier. Nevertheless, 
each program will eventually perform its required set of operations and return 
a type, barring any unforeseen runtime errors. Explanation of the algorithms 
that determine the type of each program are explained in general in Figures 3.12 
through 3.19. The formal rule governing the algorithm for each specific type 
precedes the general explanation of each type determination algorithm. An ag
gregation of all the formal rules is provided in Appendix F in order to provide 
a more concise view of this information. The judgements pertaining to these 
rules are provided in Figure 3.11. All judgements and rules used to determine 
a program's type were gathered from [1, 21}. It should be assumed that anyoc
currences of identifiers, for either programs or types, have had recursive calls to 
drill down to the actual data structure respectively. The syntax of terms found 
in programs has been provided in the figures, and in most cases, the semantics 
of symbols used within each term can be inferred. For further detail regarding 
syntax, refer to Appendix B. 
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1. EI-<> 
2. E I- A 
3. E I- A <: B 

environment E is well-formed 
A is a well-formed type in E 
A is a subtype of Bin E 

4. E I- vA <: v'B 
5. E I- A <# B 

A is a subtype of Bin E, with variance annotation v, v' 
A matches B in E 

6. E I- a: A a has type A in E 

Figure 3.11: Type determination judgements 

object(x: A){li = biiE{l, ... ,n}} == object construction 

where A == Object(X,Y)[vi1i : Bi i E{l, ... ,n}l 

E, x : A I- b i : Bi[A/X,A/Yj ViE {l, ... ,n} 
E I- object(x : A)[li = biiE{l, ... ,n}J end: A 

1. Determine type "A" to ensure of type Object, else throw error 
2. Check Object to ensure it contains all labels "I'" in {li = biiE{l, ... ,n}} 
3. If Object does not contain all labels, throw error, else 
4. Put program variable "x" and associated type "A" into the Program En

vironment 
5. For each label Ii in the program object, get the type of the program asso

ciated with li 
6. From the Object, get the field type associated with Ii 
7. Substitute into the field type, "Thisll and "Self" variables associated with 

the Object 
8. Check subtype relationship between the two types based 011 modifier set

ting (Le. read, write, read_write) 
9. If subtype returns true return "A", else throw error 

Figure 3.12: Type of program object 
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x == program variable 

E', x : A, E" f- <> 
E', x : A, E" f- x : A 

1. From the program environment, retrieve associated type if exists or throw 
error 

Figure 3.13: Type of program variable 

a.l == attribute selection 

where A == Object(X,Y)[vili : BiiE{l, ... ,n}j 

E f- a : A', E f- A' <#H A Vj E {O, +} j E {l, ... ,n} 
E f- a.lj : Bj [A' IX, A'/Y] 

1. Get the type of the program "a II 
2. Ensure the type of It a" is of type Object, else throw error 
3. Check the Object for method with label == selection "1" 
4. If selection not found in Object throw error, else get field type associated 

with selection 
5. Substitute for occurrences of the Object's "ThisH and "Self" in the field 

type with the type of program II a 11 

6. return the type resulting from these substitutions 

Figure 3.14: Type of program selection 
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a.l := method(x : A) bend == attribute update 

where A == Object(X,Y)[vili : BiiE{l, ... ,n}] 

E r- a: A', E r- A' <#H A, E, x : A' r- b : Bj[A'/X,A'/y] Vj E {O,+} j E {1, ... ,n} 
E r- a.lj := method(x : A') bend: A' 

1. Get the type of program "an 
2. Ensure the type of "a" is of type Object, else throw error 
3. Check the Object for method with label == selection "I" 
4. If selection not found in Object throw error, else get field type associated 

with selection 
5. Put program variable "x" and associated type "A" into the Program En

vironment 
6. Substitute for occurrences of the Object's "This" and "Self" in the field 

type with the type of program "a" 
7. Get the type of program "b" 
8. If b <: a, then return type of program "a", else throw type error 

Figure 3.15: Type of program update 

forall(X <# A) bend == match-bound declaration 

where <# == to <#H or <#F 
E, X <# A r- b : B 

E r- forall(X <# A) bend: Forall(X <# A) B 

1. Put type variable "X" and associated type "A" into the matching envi
ronment based on order 

2. Get the type of program "b", denoted by "B" 
3. return new type TypePolymorph(X,order,A,B) 

Figure 3.16: Type of program polymorphic declaration 
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b(A) == match-bound application 

where <# == to <#H or <#F 
E I- b : Forall(X <# A) BEl- A' <# A 

E I- b(A') : B[A'/X] 

1. Get the type of program "b" 
2. Ensure the type of "b" is of type Polymorph, else throw error 
3. Invoke the appropriate matching relation based on the order found in the 

type Polymorph 
4. If matching is true, return the body of the type Polymorph with "A If 

substituted for occurrences of the type Polymorph variable else throw 
error 

Figure 3.17: Type of program polymorphic application 

function(a: A) bend == function declaration 

E, x: A I- b: B 
E f- function(x : A) bend: A --+ B 

1. Put program variable "x" and associated type "A" into the Program En
vironment 

2. Get the type of program "b", denoted by liB" 
3. return new type TypeFunction(A,B) 

Figure 3.18: Type of program function declaration 
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a(b) == function application 

El-f:A-+B a:A 
E l- f(a) : B 

1. Get the type of program "r' 
2. Ensure the type of "f" is of type Function denoted by A --+ B, else throw 

error 
3. Get the type of program II a", denoted by A' 
4. If A' <: A, then return B, else throw type error 

Figure 3.19: Type of program function application 

3.2.5.5 Accepting the Source File 

Accepting a source file initiates execution of the main routines stated in Sec
tions 3.2.5.1 through 3.2.5.4. The order in which these routines are executed is 
detailed in Figure 3.20. As each routine successfully completes, notification is 
provided in the Source File Runtime Messages panel in black font. In the event 
that an error is encountered, the acceptance process immediately terminates 
and attempts to provide the user with a meaningful message detailing correc
tive action or, at the very least, guide the user to the section of code requiring 
attention. Figure 5.5 is an example of an unsuccessful attempt to accept a source 
file. In this example, an error message provides the line number and column 
number where an error has occurred. The error message will be emphasized in 
the colour red. The status of the current attempt to accept a source file will be 
the colour blue if unsuccessful. Manipulation of source files in order to intro
duce specific errors detectable by the acceptance process is suggested in order 
to become familiar with the varied error messages available in the program. 

3.2.5.6 Checking Validity of a Typed.Program's Type 

Extracted from the language specification found in Appendix B is the syntax 
for a program. Specifically, the syntax is program-identifier : program1- Type 
= program1. The type associated with program-identifier is programl- Type. In 
order to ensure that program1- Type is valid for use by other programs, the type 
of program1 is checked for subtype relation with program1- Type. Specifically, 
program1.getType(. .. ) <: program1-TlIpe. If a subtype relation exists, it is safe 
to assume that other programs relying on the program1- Type will engage in 
meaningful checks to ensure validity as well. 

3.2.5.7 Execution of a Program 

Execution of a program initiates specific operations that are dependent upon 
the kind of program being executed. There are eight fundamental programs, 
therefore, there are eight distinct sets of operations that can be performed once 
execution of a program commences. Note that the recursive nature of programs 
makes it difficult to ascertain the exact order of events. Also, programs may 
contain program identifiers, and this necessitates determination of the actual 
program associated with a program identifier. Nevertheless, each program will 
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File: runtime error. txt has been saved. 
WinFoy Functional/Object Programming Environment. 
Program source file read: C:\Family Data\Grant\Thesis 

\Program\WinFoyThesis\Input\runtime error. txt 
Parsing source file: C:\Family Data\Grant\Thesis\Program 

\WinFoyThesis\Input\runtime error.txt 
Building Type environment ... 
Flagging the Type TypeVar as variable or identifier ... 
Checking type(s) contained in the Type Environment 

for free type variable(s) .. . 
Building program environment .. . 
Flagging programs as variables or identifiers ... 
Checking programs contained in the Typed-Program Environment 

for free program variables ... 
Checking types contained in programs for free type variable(s) ... 
Checking program types ... 
Compilation completed successfully. 

Figure 3.20: Main routines 

public Program execute(Hashtable<String,TypedProgram> typedProgEnv) 
throws ProgramError { 

} 

Figure 3.21: execute function 

eventually perform its required set of operations and return a result. All rules 
used to determine a program's result were gathered from [1, 21]. A variable, 
an object, a function and a polymorphic program are results. Therefore, their 
execution is trivial. An example of execution of a program object returning a 
trivial result is provided in Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23 respectively. Execution 
of any other term should terminate to a trivial result, barring any unforeseen 
runtime errors and if the program naturally terminates. 

program1 : Obj 

} 

object(self : Object(A,B){ 
}){ 

Figure 3.22: Execution of object term 

The operations required to execute the remainder of the terms are provided 
in Figures 3.24 through 3.27. The term "p#1I denotes a program associated 
with a number (i.e. pI 01' p2), nAn, "B", and "X" denote types, IIX" and "yn 
denote program variables, and IIIII denotes a selection 01' method label. A brief 
explanation of program execution is provided for each of the non-trivial program 
execution routines. 

Execution of a function application, as in Figure 3.24, requires execution of 
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object(self Object(A,B){ 
}){ 

} 

Figure 3.23: Result of executing object term 

pi -t function(x : A) p3 end p3[p2/x] -t result 
pi (p2) -t result 

Figure 3.24: Function application 

pi to return a function declaration. If execution is successful, the program p3 
has all occurrences of the program variable x substituted with the program p2. 
After all substitutions are performed, the modified program p3 is executed. 

pi -t foraU(X <# B) p2 end p2[A/X] -+ result 
pi (A) -+ result 

Figure 3.25: Polymorphic application 

Execution of a polymorphic application, as in Figure 3.25, requires execu
tion of pi to return a polymorphic declaration. If execution is successful, the 
program p2 has all occurrences of the type variable X substituted with the type 
associated with A. After all substitutions are performed, the modified program 
p2 is executed. 
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obj ~ ______ A ______ __ 

pI ---t ~bjed(x : A)[ .. .l = p2 ... ] p2[obj/x] ---t result 
pl.l --+ result 

Figure 3.26: Method selection application 

Execution of a method selection application, as in Figure 3.26, requires exe
cution of pI to return a program object. If execution is successful, the program 
p2 that is associated with the label I has all occurrences of the program variable 
x substituted with the object type comprising obj. After all substitutions are 
performed, the modified program p2 is executed. 

pI ---t object(y : A)[ .. .l = p3 ... } ---t object(y : A)[ .. .l = p2[y/x] ... ] 
pl.l := method(x : A) p2 end ---t result 

Figure 3.27: Method update application 

Execution of a method update application, as in Figure 3.27, requires execu
tion of pI to return a program object. If execution is successful, the program p3 
that is associated with the label I is replaced with program p2. All occurrences 
of the program variable x in p2 are replaced with the program variable y. After 
all substitutions are performed, the object containing the modified program p2 
is returned. 

3.2.5.8 Threading a Program 

Programs are executed in the User Interaction - Program Input/Output section 
of the user interface. Programs can be constructed such that the time to exe
cute until completion is quite long or do not terminate at all. For this reason, 
programs that are accepted run in their own thread. This enables the user inter
face to remain responsive throughout program execution permitting concurrent 
functionality. 

3.2.5.9 Thread Control 

Programs requiring execution time beyond that which is allotted can be termi
nated at the discretion of the user. In each class that is a subtype of Program, 
the executeO method contains the following code that is immediately encoun
tered. 

if(!ThreadControl.getExecutionStatus()){ 
throw new ProgramError("Prograro execution ... by user. \n"); 

} 

Figure 3.28: Thread control 

The static class ThreadControl contains a boolean flag that is analyzed via 
getExecutionStatlLsO. If the flag is false, a ProgramError exception is thrown 
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and the currently accepted program is terminated. Otherwise, the program 
continues on its current course of execution. 

3.2.6 Relations 

In general, each relation uses as a foundation the subtype method. The signa
ture for this method is provided in Figure 3.29. The rules governing relations 
are provided in Figures 3.30 through 3.36, and can also be found in Appendix 
F.2. All rules used to determine a relation between types were gathered from 
[1,21]. The subtype method returns a Boolean value of true if a subtype rela
tionship exists, false otherwise. As the subtype function is recursive, recursion 
will terminate when anyone of the following conditions occur as detailed in Fig
ure 3.37. A brief example is provided to illustrate the meaning of each condition 
in the order in which the conditions are stated. 

Typically, the subtype function must first determine if two programs are 
of the same kind. For example, A---+B <: Object(A,B){} does not enjoy a 
subtype relation as the type on the left side of <: is a function type while 
the type on the right side of <: is an object type. On the other hand, A-}B 
<: TOP always is a valid subtype relation as all types are subtypes of the 
type TOP. Variable types are considered equal if a mapping exists in the types 
undergoing subtype checking. Therefore, Object(A,B){} <: Object(C,D){} is 
a valid subtype relation where all occurrences of type variable A are mapped 
to type variable C and all occurrences of type variable B are mapped to type 
variable D. As well, the same principle holds for polymorphic types as type 
variables are elements comprising this type. In the event that a type identifier 
represents a type, such as type Obj = Object(A , B){}, Obj <: Object(C,D){} 
would be a valid subtype relation as the two object types are deemed equal 
after the type variables have been mapped to one another. The example serves 
to highlight the fact that programs must first be determined to be of the same 
kind. Satisfying this condition permits further checking to occur according to 
the relevant subtype rules. 

In contravariant cases, where variables are mapped to each other or to actual 
types and stored in an environment, the environments are essentially reversed 
in order to maintain integrity when performing relation checking. It should be 
noted that validity of these conditions is dependent upon the axioms provided 
for each relation that influences the information stored in environments and 
these axioms are discussed in the appropriate sections forthcoming. In all situa
tions where environments are altered, the original state is saved before alteration 
and restored before the end of the relation checking routine. Relations will be 
explored in the context of object types only as higher-order and f-bound match
ing relations can only possibly return true if comparing to object types. The 
subtype relation for objects relies on specific axioms that affect environments 
used to determine if a relation exists. Since polymorphic types are responsible 
for initiating matching routines on object types and subsequent calls to subtype, 
the importance of this type will also be examined. 
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public abstract boolean subType 
( 

) ; 

Type t, 
Hashtable<String,String> varMapping, 
Hashtable<String,Type> boundEnv, 
Hashtable<String,Type> boundEnvH, 
Hashtable<String,Type> boundEnvF, 
Hashtable<String,Type> typeEnv 

Figure 8.29: Subtype method 

E',X <: A, E" f-- i) 

E" X <: A, E" f-- X 

Figure 3.30: Variable subtype 

E f-- A, E f-- i) 

E f-- A <: TOP 

Figure 3.81: TOP subtype 

where A == S -) T, and B == S' ........ T' 
E f-- A, E f-- B f-- S' <: S, T <: T' 

Ef-- A <: B 

Figure 3.32: Function subtype 
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where A == Object(U,V)!vi1i : BiiE{l, ... ,n+m}J, 
A' == Object(X,Y)!v'i1i : B'iiE{l, ... ,n+m}j 

E f- A, E f- A' 
E, X <: TOP, U <: X, Y <: TOP, V <: Y f- ViBi <: V'iB'i ViE {l, ... ,n} 

E f- A <: A' 

Covariance Contravariance Invariance 
Ef-B 

E f- °B <: °B 
E f- B <: B'v E {O, +} 

E f- vB <: +B' 
E \- B' <: B v E {O, -} 

E f- vB <: -B' 

Figure 3.33: Object subtype 

where A == Object(X,Y)[vi~ : BiiE{l, ... ,n+m}}, 
A' == Object(X,Y)!v'i1i : B'iiE{l, ... ,n+m}j 

E f- A E f- A' E,X <: TOP, Y <: TOP f- ViBi <: V'iB\ ViE {l, ... ,n} 
E f- A <#H A' . 

Figure 3.34: Object matching: higher-order subtype 
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where A == Object(X,Y)[vili : BiiE{l, ... ,n+m}], 
A' == Object(X,Y)[v'ili : B'iiE{l, ... ,n+m}] 

E I- A E I- A' E I- ViBi[A/X,A/Y] <: v\B'i[A/X,A/y] ViE {I, ... ,n} 
E I- A <#F A' 

Figure 3.35: Object matching: f-bound subtype 

where <# == to <#H or <#F 
A == Object(X,Y)[vili : BiiE{l, ... ,n+m}], 

A' == Object(X,Y)[v'ili : B'iiE{l, ... ,n}] 

E I- A <# A' E, X <# A I- B <: B' 
E I- Forall(X <# A) B <: Forall(X <# A') B' 

Figure 3.36: Polymorphic subtype 

1. Two types undergoing subtype checking are not similar. 
2. A <: TOP, where type A is any type. 
3. Two type variables are deemed equal. 
4. Two types, either or both possibly type identifiers, are deemed equal. 

Figure 3.37: Subtype conditions 

3.2.6.1 Example Utilizing Relations 

In order to convey clearly the nuances of the subtype, higher-order, and f-bound 
relations, a basic example program is provided in Figure 3.38. This example 
program contains four object types. Specifically, Bool, Equal, Objl, and Obj2. 
Accepting this code produces graphs as depicted in Figures 3.41,3.45, and 3.49 
representing subtype, higher-order, and f-bound relations respectively among 
these four types. The derivation of these graphs is based on the theory detailed 
in Sections 3.2.6.2, 3.2.6.3, and 3.2.6.4. 

3.2.6.2 Subtype Relation 

In Figure 3.38, Obj2 <: Obj1 is potentially valid, whereas Obj1 <: Obj2 is 
definitely not in a subtype relationship. Perusal of these two objects serves to 
highlight the fact that in order to have a potential subtype relation, the sub
type object must contain at least all methods found in the supertype object. 
If this condition is found, subtype relation checking is performed between the 
field types of similarly labelled methods. A final, yet less noticeable check, that 
is performed before commencing subtype relation checking between field types 
concerns modifiers. Essentially, modifiers dictate which field type is the subtype 
component and which field type is the supertype component prior to commenc
ing subtype checking on relevant field types. In order to grasp this concept, 
consider field type f1 and field type f2 that are types associated to like labels in 
different type objects. Before commencing subtype checking, the conditions in 
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type Bool Object(This,Self){ 
public read equal Self -> This 

} 

type Equal Object(This,Self){ 

type Obj1 

public read equal Self -> Bool 
} 

Object (A,B){ 

} 

public read m1 : B -> TOP 
public read equal : B -> Bool 

type Obj2 Object(A1,B1){ 

} 

public read m2 : TOP -> TOP 
public read m1 : B1 -> TOP 
public read equal : B1 -> Bool 

Figure 3.38: Relation code example 

Figure 3.39 are checked to determine the correct order of relation components. 
The theory surrounding these requirements originates from Section 2.3 and the 
reader is encouraged to browse this section or to refer to [12] for a more specific 
explanation. These checks also hold true for higher-order and f-bound matching 
relations, and therefore, these mandatory checks will not be reiterated in those 
sections. With these minimum requirements provided for each relation, it is 
now possible to focus solely on the axioms that signify differences between each 
relation. These axioms are formally noted in Figures 3.30 through 3.36, but 
are presented less formally and in part to facilitate learning. Code segments in 
Figure 3.38 will be used to signify the importance of the axioms. As it turns 
out, Obj2 <: Obj1 is not valid, as seen in Figure 3.41, due to the fact that both 
methods m1 and equal have function types that enforce contravariant subtype 
checking on corresponding Self type arguments. Subtype checking invariably 
fails under this condition. 

1. read_write fl, read_write f2, then fl = f2 
2. read or read write fl, read f2, then fl <: f2 
3. write or read write fl, write f2, then f2 <: f1 
4. no conditions exist above, then invalid subtype relation 

Figure 3.39: Modifier conditions 
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1. boundEnv.put(A, TOP); 
2. boundEnv.put(A1, A); 
3. boundEnv.put(B, TOP); 
4. boundEnv.put(B1, B); 

Figure 3.40: Subtype axiom checking 

~1 ~ Ob"ooqnus,""lt) ( 
~ie l:elUt. ~l t self -> awl 

~'l ""<:»j1!!~{A.ti:){ 
;.Ubl.ie te«d ru. : 'i ,-). ~ 
publ1~ read' ~al ~ .Ii -> Bool 

o,pj2 .., DbjeJ!L{MflU~ { 

Version 1.0 

~i¢ :EM, m1 -: ~ -'l!- l@ 
pubU~ ~<i' ~ ~ lU ~~ t'O:? 
guPl.ic N&:d. ",!,qUl : ru. -> 3001 

Figure 3.41: Subtype Graph 
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Subtype checking requires the axioms found in Figure 3.40. The axioms uti
lize the variables using the code snippet in Figure 3.42 in order to convey a clear 
understanding regarding manipulation of the environments. The axioms have 
been populated under the assumption that subtype checking on Obj2 <: Objl 
is being executed. The subtype axioms would strictly require the boundEnv to 
be populated with the pairs <Al,A>, <B1,B>, <A,TOP>, and <B,TOP>. 
Again, Obj1 <: Obj2 is not valid as Obj1 has fewer methods and this is not 
permitted. Obj2 <: Obj1 satisfies this condition and permits further subtype 
checking. Each method of Obj1 must be present in Obj2 or subtype checking 
will not be valid. Each method, labelled in common to Obj1 and Obj2, will 
undergo subtype checking such that Obj2.field type <: Obj1.field type. There
fore, the following subtype checking will be required between B1--+ TOP <: B-+ 
TOP for method m1 and B1-+ Bool <: B-+ Bool for method equal. Note that 
subtype checking will cease after any check proves to be invalid in order to min
imize processing time. Also note that each method uses the modifier read which 
dictates the order in which field types undergo subtype checking. In the first 
case where Bl -+ TOP <: B-+ TOP, a function type, the checks performed as 
outlined in Figure 3.32 will commence. Therefore, due to contravariance, B <: 
B1 and Obj2.TOP <: Obj1.TOP both need to be validated. TOP <: TOP is 
obviously valid, therefore it is only a matter of determining the validity of B <: 
B1. Subtype checking will first check for a variable mapping. In this case there 
is none. The next step will be to check the bound environment. The bound 
environment is checked and provides <B,TOP>. The type associated with B 
is inserted such that TOP <: Bl results. Since TOP <: B1 is not valid as the 
rules governing subtype checking for TOP, as detailed in Figure 3.31, do not 
request information from the bound environment, Obj2 <: Obj1 is considered 
invalid. Essentially for the type TOP, TOP <: TOP is the only condition that 
denotes a valid SUbtype. This same process is identical for the matching rela
tions, therefore, the section explaining the matching relation will solely focus 
on its own a..xioms under the context of this example. 

type Objl = Object(A,B){ 

type Obj2 

} 

public read m1 : B -> TOP 
public read equal : B -> Bool 

Object (A1 ,81){ 

} 

public read m2 : TOP -> TOP 
public read m1 : 81 -> TOP 
public read equal : 81 -> Bool 

Figure 3.42: Subtype code example 

3.2.6.3 Higher-Order Matching Relation 

Higher-order checking requires the axioms found in Figure 3.43 and Figure 3.44. 
This relation requires use of the bound environment and the variable mapping 
environment. The following higher-order check requires a subtype check between 
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1. varMapping.put(Al, A); 
2. varMapping.put(BI, B); 

Figure 3.43: Higher-order variable mapping 

1. boundEnv.put(A, TOP); 
2. boundEnv.put(AI, TOP ); 
3. boundEnv.put(B, TOP); 
4. boundEnv.put(Bl, TOP); 

Figure 3.44: Higher-order axiom checking 

Bl-4TOP <: B-4TOP for method ml and Bl-4 Bool <: B-4 Bool for method 
equal. In the first case where Bl-4TOP <: B-4TOP , a function type, the 
checks performed as outlined in Figure 3.32 will commence. Therefore, due 
to contravariance, B <: Bl and Obj2.TOP <: Obj1.TOP both need to be 
validated. TOP <: TOP is obviously valid, therefore it is only a matter of 
determining the validity of B <: Bl. Subtype checking will first check for a 
variable mapping. In this case there is a variable mapping of <BI,B>. At 
first glance it would appear that if B is inserted for Bl, such that B <: Bl 
is checked, that a matching relationship dependent upon this subtype check, 
would return a result indicating an invalid relation. However, that is not the 
case because the variable environment is reversed for contravariant conditions, 
and would therefore create a situation where <B,Bl> exists. Subsequently, BI 
is inserted for B, such that Bl <: Bl is checked. This leads to a valid subtype 
relationship. The algorithm can proceed to check the types associated with the 
method equal. A valid higher-order relation as seen in Figure 3.45 results. In 
effect, if all occurrences of the variables associated with type variable's This and 
Self in two distinct objects correspond to each other exactly, a valid matching 
relation will result. 

3.2.6.4 F-Bound Quantification Relation 

It is worth mentioning that type Bool is neither in subtype relation nor higher
-order matching relation with any other type. It does, however, enjoy a f-
-bound relation with the type Equal. This is evident by glancing again at 
the graphs in Figures 3.41, 3.45, and 3.49 representing subtype, higher-order, 
and f..Bound relations respectively. The axioms for f-bound checking, found 
in Figure 3.47 and Figure 3.48, are representative of the conditions required 
for a valid relation. Applying the rules for f-bound relation on the types Bool 
and Equal results in a subtype check of the field types associated with the 
method equal. Therefore, Bool.Self-4Bool.This <: Equal.Self-4Equal.Bool will 
undergo subtype checking after substitutions, yielding the subtype check on 
Bool.Bool-4Bool.Bool <: Equal.Bool-4Equal.Bool. From this derivation it is 
quite evident that Bool <#F Equal. 
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Figure 3.45: Higher-Order Graph 

type Bool = Object(This,Self){ 
public read equal Self -> This 

} 

type Equal = Object(This,Self){ 
public read equal Self -> Bool 

} 

Figure 3.46: F -bound code example 

1. varMapping.put(Bool.This, Equal.This); 
2. varMapping.put(Bool.Self, Equal.Self); 

Figure 3.47: F-bound variable mapping 
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1. Substitute This 
2. Replace all occurrences of Bool.Self with Bool 
3. Replace all occurrences of Bool.This with Bool 
4. Replace all occurrences of Equal.Self with Bool 
5. Replace all occurrences of Equal.This with Bool 

Figure 3.48: F -bound axiom checking 
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3.2.6.5 Polymorphic Subtype Relation 

type Obj = Object(This,Self){ 
} 

type Bool = Object(This,Self){ 
public read equal 

} 

type Equal Object(This,Self){ 
public read equal 

} 

ForaH 
ex <#F Obj 
) : 

Self -> This 

ForaH 
(y <#F Obj 
) : 

Self -> Bool 

Figure 3.50: Polymorphic code example 

1. varMapping.put(X,Y); 

Figure 3.51: Polymorphic variable mapping 

1. if(not(Obj <#F Obj)) return false else continue 
2. boundEnvF.put(X, Obj); 
3. boundEnvF.put(Y, Obj); 
4. varMapping.put(X,Y); 
5. return (Self-4This <: Self-4Bool) 

Figure 3.52: Polymorphic axiom checking 

The type polymorph is responsible for dispatching a call to either higher
-order or f-bound matching routines based on the order given, which in turn 
eventually calls the subtype routine contained in an object type. The code 
provided in Figure 3.50 modifies and expands the code in Figure 3.38 in order 
to illustrate the steps required to initiate a successful f-bound relation between 
types Bool and Equal. As the example is quite straight forward, only one method 
need be examined and this results in checking Forall(X <#F Obj):Self-4This 
<: Forall(Y <#F Obj):Self-4Bool. The same process is performed if confronted 
with a higher-order matching, the difference being only in the matching relation 
called. 

To this point, the theory regarding relations has been fully explained. To 
better understand these concepts, small code snippet examples were provided 
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using Win---+Foy language syntax along with an explanation regarding imple
mentation in order to ease transition into more complex program constructs. 
The final part of this thesis will focus on the user interface which has been 
designed specifically to highlight the main theoretical ideas stated prior in this 
paper. As well, new user interface features are showcased. 
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Win -----* Foy VI 

4.1 User Interface Specification 

4.2 Main Screen 

The user interface in Figure 4.1 has been specifically designed to parse the 
Win-+Foy programming language in order to stress the importance of the theory 
detailed throughout the paper. Additionally, the user interface introduces new 
generic features with the intention of promoting their integration into other 
interactive development environments. Except where noted, the user interface 
is essentially contained in a single window providing a clean, concise presentation 
of features. Note that this section is primarily interested in providing the reader 
with the mechanics of operating the user interface. This core knowledge is 
required before delving into experimentation of more complex programs that 
will utilize all of the user interface features to convey the theory expressed in 
this paper. 

4.3 Menus 

The main menu consists of File, Edit, Event, and Help. Each of the main menu 
items contains submenus and these are explained in the following subsections. 
Selection of certain menu items will enable/disable other menu items, as well as 
toolbar icons. Use of the program will quickly enlighten the developer with the 
logic surrounding menu/toolbar activation/deactivation, therefore, discussion 
concerning this topic is not formally discussed. 

4.3.1 File 

The file menu contains the Open, Close, Save, SaveAs, Print, and Exit sub
menus. The functionality of these menu items is provided. 

4.3.1.1 Open 

Selection of this menu item initiates display of the File Chooser window. Full 
browsing capabilities of the directory structure on the selected hardware are 
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Figure 4.1: Main User Interface 

available. The source file is not limited to any location regarding the loading 
operation. In a similar fashion, the user is not restricted from using any naming 
convention desired as this is irrelevant within the implementation of Win-+Foy. 
File management and naming conventions can be unique for each user, and are 
therefore discretionary. Acknowledgement of the successful opening of a file is 
presented in the Source File Runtime Messages panel which is cleared of all 
prior text. 

4.3.1.2 Close 

Selection of the Close item causes the currently opened source file to be closed. 
All changes are lost since the last Save or SaveAs operation. Currently there 
is not a warning to indicate whether a source file has been altered since the 
last save operation. The Source File Runtime Messages panel is cleared before 
acknowledging a successful close operation. 

4.3.1.3 Save 

The save operation is permitted on open files only. The save will be made in the 
original location where the file was retrieved. A message indicating successful 
completion of this task is appended to the text in the Source File Runtime 
Messages panel. 
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4.3.1.4 Save~s 

The SaveAs feature permits the renaming of source file if desired. The function
ality for this operation is identical to that found in section 4.3.1.1 with regards 
to the File Chooser window. A message indicating successful completion of this 
task is appended to the text in the Source File Runtime Messages panel. 

4.3.1.5 Print 

The print function is another feature that utilizes another window. Selection 
of this option enables the contents of the Source File Editor to be printed. 
Functionality is quite basic for this operation, thus, no further discussion is 
necessary. 

4.3.1.6 Exit 

Exiting the program immediately terminates Win-+Foy. Currently there are no 
warnings regarding source file changes, therefore, the potential exists whereby 
changes to a source file could be lost. 

4.3.2 Edit 

The Edit menu contains the Cut, Copy, and Paste submenus. The functionality 
of the Cut and Copy menu items requires the use of the left mouse button, 
dragged to highlight applicable text, before selection of a menu item. The Paste 
menu item requires only the proper positioning of the cursor. The information is 
saved/retrieved from the Windows clipboard. This operation can be performed 
on all panels, with the exception of the graph and the Source File Runtime 
Messages panels. 

4.3.2.1 Cut 

Cuts the highlighted text from the desired panel. 

4.3.2.2 Copy 

Copies the highlighted text from the desired paneL 

4.3.2.3 Paste 

Pastes the contents of the Windows clipboard at the current cursor position in 
the desired panel. 

4.3.3 Event 

4.3.3.1 ~ccept Source 

Accept Source is enabled only when a source file has been loaded. A source 
file must at least contain a type, however, typed-programs are optional when 
considering source file acceptance. Only upon successful acceptance of a source 
file will the Accept Program option be made available. Typical messages, repre
senting an unsuccessful acceptance and successful acceptance of a source file are 
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found in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. Unsuccessful acceptance of a source 
file directs messages suggesting corrective measures to the Source File Runtime 
Messages panel. The text in the Source File Editor panel is formatted auto
matically. Discussion surrounding automated text formatting can be found in 
Section 5.1 that follows. 

4.3.3.2 Accept Program 

Successful acceptance of a source file enables the use of this feature. Programs 
that are input in the User Interaction - Program Input/Output panel are ac
cepted. The result of the program, whether valid or not, is appended to the 
very same panel. 

4.3.4 Help 

4.3.4.1 Help 

Selection of this menu item causes the default web browser to be launched. 
The browser will display a main help page that describes information that is 
available. In general, all classes, interfaces, constructors, methods, and fields 
are explained. This information is accessible by using the links provided. All 
web pages were automatically generated by the javadocs application. 

4.3.4.2 About 

A window containing general information about Win~Foy is displayed. 

4.4 Toolbar 

The toolbar icons, with the exception of Toggle and Stop, represent a subset of 
features found in menus. Therefore, see Section 4.3 for an explanation regarding 
functionality corresponding to an icon. Discussion will only be given for Toggle 
and Stop icons in this section. 

4.4.1 Toggle 

Toggle causes the display of the User Interaction - Program Input/Output panel 
and the User Interaction - Program Type panel to be interchanged. 

4.4.2 Stop 

The Stop button provides the option to terminate a program that takes an 
excessive amount of time to compute. 

4.5 Panels 

A brief discussion is provided with regards to each panel to create an awareness 
regarding the type of information that can be input or viewed. This approach 
seems appropriate as any single example would be just an instance of unlimited 
possibilities. 
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4.5.1 Source File Editor 

The Source File Editor panel contains a program loaded from the Open oper
ation or from a program typed directly into the editor. Currently, only one 
source file can be open. Also, there is no append or import feature, therefore, 
all additional programs contained in other files must be typed or copied into 
the Source File Editor panel. Placing the cursor over a bracket that is matched 
causes the bracket to be displayed in blue. Placement of the cursor over an 
unmatched bracket causes the bracket to be displayed in red which indicates an 
error condition. 

4.5.2 Source File Runtime Messages 

The Source File Runtime Messages panel accepts messages from the Source 
File Editor panel and the Update Method panel. These messages indicate a 
combination of either successful completion of operations or error notifications. 
Successful operations are displayed in black text. Error messages are displayed 
in red text. Unsuccessful acceptance of a source file is highlighted in blue upon 
termination of the source file acceptance procedure. 

4.5.3 Graphs 

Each graph panel reflects the relation of the types listed in the Source File 
Editor panel. Before successful acceptance of a source file, each graph panel 
displays the message Accept to view <relation type> relation!. Upon successful 
acceptance of a source file, each graph panel will display the relevant relation 
among the types in the Source File Editor panel. Nodes are labelled with the 
name of a corresponding type. Nodes are connected with an edge coloured 50% 
red and 50% green. This edge indicates the direction in which the relationship 
should be interpreted. More specifically, parent nodes are connected to the red 
portion of a line, while the green portion of the line is connected to a child node. 
Since graph construction can become quite cluttered and quite large, dependent 
upon the label name and the number of nodes respectively, the ability to arrange 
nodes was introduced. This feature is enabled by simply holding the left mouse 
button over any node and dragging it to the desired location. If by chance a 
parent node is moved to a position where it could be interpreted visually to 
be a child node, simple perusal of the edge colouring will quickly reveal this 
condition. 

4.5.3.1 Subtype 

The Subtype panel represents graphically the subtype relation among all the 
types found in the Source File Editor panel. This relation is always represented 
by a single tree structure. The graph always has a node labelled, "The Top", 
the highest node in the tree. All other types will at least be subtypes of this 
type. 

4.5.3.2 Higher-Order Matching 

The higher-order panel represents graphically the higher-order relation among 
all the types found in the Source File Editor panel. This relation can be repre-
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sented by one or more trees. For example, if given types A, B, C, and D, and 
the relations A <#H Band C <#H D, two trees will be produced reflecting 
these relations. Types that do not enjoy this relation with any other types are 
not displayed. 

4.5.3.3 F-Bound Matching 

The f-bound panel conforms to the same rules governing display of higher-order 
matching found in Section 4.5.3.2. 

4.5.4 Method Update 

The Method Update panel provides the means to locate any occurrence of a 
method type within typed-programs containing methods whose type is that of 
the requested type. To provide this functionality, the Method Update panel 
has been divided into two sub panels. The upper panel will be referred to 
as the "Find Method" panel and is used for inputting a method's type. The 
lower panel will be referred to as the "Update Methods" panel and is used 
to view results of the "Find Method" panel as well as updating corresponding 
typed-programs found in the Source File Editor paneL By activating the "Find 
Method n button, assuming a syntactically correct method type has been input, 
all typed-programs are scanned for methods having the same kind of type as the 
requested method. If any types are deemed to have the same kind of type, the 
Update Method panel is populated with the relevant typed-programs methods. 
If no typed-programs methods match the requested type, the Update Methods 
panel is left empty. If a search for another method type is desired, the Clear 
Method button in the Find Method panel must be activated or the text must 
be deleted manually, as only one method type is parsed in this panel at any 
particular point in time. Essentially, only a single method type can be present 
in the Find Method panel or an error will arise. Note that error messages are 
displayed in the Find Method panel, furthering the purpose of the Clear Method 
button. 

4.5.5 User Interaction - Program Input/Output 

The User Interaction - Program Input/Output panel is where programs are 
accepted. The cursor should be found below the ">" symbol. Simply enter a 
program and press the "Enter" key. The result of the program, which should 
correspond to the formal rules outlined in Section 3.2.5.7 detailing program 
execution, will be displayed below the symbol "##". Alternatively, the option 
is available to accept a program by activating the toolbar button or by selecting 
the applicable Event menu item. If an error occurs, an error message is displayed 
in the same panel. The cursor is automatically located in a position ready to 
accept another program. 

4.5.6 User Interaction - Program Type 

The User Interaction - Program Type panel is where programs are accepted. 
The cursor should be found below the ">" symbol. Simply enter a program 
and press the "Enter" key. The result of the program, which should correspond 
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to the formal rules outlined in Section 3.2.5.4 for determining the type of a 
program, will be displayed below the symbol tI ## ". Alternatively, the option 
is available to accept a program by activating the toolbar button or by selecting 
the applicable Event menu item. If an error occurs, an error message is displayed 
in the same paneL The cursor is automatically located in a position ready to 
accept another program. 
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Experimentation 

At this point, a thorough understanding of the programming language and the 
theory leading to its development can be assumed. An attempt has been made 
to provide brief examples, using where possible, the Win-+Foy programming 
language in order to ease transition into its use and to highlight major con
cepts. The user interface has been presented in order to provide the means 
in which the example code snippets can be used in a complete program and 
run to verify expected results and to allow further testing of new programs to 
commence. The experimentation underwent for this section's discussion is used 
to support the theory presented in this paper. More complex examples, that 
build on previous examples, are used to further familiarize the reader with a 
core knowledge surrounding expectations of the user interface. Observations 
regarding experimentation will be discussed in Chapter o. 

5.1 Source File Formatting 

The base formatting for each kind of type is shown in Figure 5.1. The types 
variable, function, and TOP can be considered trivial regarding formatting as 
these types are presented always on a single line. Types comprised of other types 
(i.e. complex types) such as polymorphic and object types that utilize brack
eting, require formatting over multiple lines as legibility becomes quite blurred 
otherwise. Types and programs are always separated by a single line. The need 
for automated source file formatting becomes quite apparent after inspection of 
Figure 5.2. This example contains a type identifier associated with an object 
type that contains only a single method. The syntax for this type would become 
quite unwieldy if methods were inserted at the ... unlimited methods location 
in this type. To further complicate matters, methods themselves may contain 
complex types. As well, a bound expressed in a polymorphic type need not be 
an identifier, rather, the bounds may be hard-coded types thus exacerbating the 
problem. Figure 5.3 attempts to represent the text found in Figure 5.2 using 
numerous methods and a complex type. Perusal of Figure 5.3 further demon
strates that types can become quite wide and quite deep very rapidly depending 
on the syntax used for construction of the type. 
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type TOPType = TOP 

type FunctionType = TOP -> TOP 

type ObjType = Object(This,Self){ 
} 

type PolymorphType = Forall 
(X <#H ObjType 
) : 

X 

type ObjectType = Object(X,Y){ 
public read_write meth1 X -> Y 

} 

Figure 5.1: Base formatting for each type 

type ObjectType = Object(X,Y) 
{ 

} 

public read_write meth1 X -> Y 
... unlimited methods 

Figure 5.2: Unformatted source file text 

5.2 Accepting a Source File 

Accepting a source file initiates messaging, that mayor may not include an er
ror. The process of accepting a source file will continue up to a point of error. If 
an error is present, it is rendered in red text in order to immediately advise the 
programmer of a problem. For more serious errors regarding syntax or declara
tions, the programmer is also advised that acceptance of the source file process 
completed with errors, and this is highlighted in blue. Figure 5.4 has an error in 
progl. Specifically, the keyword objec lacks completion. Therefore, all the error 
notification characteristics just described are applicable for this particular error 
and can be viewed in Figure 5.5. Once the error has been alleviated, the process 
can be restarted. Eventually, successful acceptance of a source file will result 
and this is readily apparent to the programmer via a corresponding message and 
absence of coloured error message segments. Applying the correction to Figure 
5.4 produces the source file runtime message text as given in Figure 5.6. 
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type ObjectType = Object(X,Y){ 
public read meth2 
public read meth1 
public read meth4 

Y 
X 
Forall 

(2 <#H Object(A,B){ 
} 

) : 

X 
public read meth3 X -> Y 

} 

Figure 5.3: Formatted source file text 

type ObjType Object(This,Self){ 
} 

progl ObjType = objec(x ObjType) { 
} 

Figure 5.4: A simple program with error 

File: runtime error.txt has been saved. 
WinFoy Functional/Object Programming Environment. 
Program source file read: C:\Family Data\Grant\Thesis 

\Program\WinFoyThesis\Input\runtime error.txt 
Parsing source file: C:\Family Data\Grant\Thesis\Program 

\WinFoyThesis\Input\runtime error.txt 
Error: :, at character position: 26, at line number: 4 
Programs must contain type declarations. 

Type declarations must be valid ... 
Compilation completed with errors. 

Figure 5.5: Unsuccessful execution 
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File: runtime error. txt has been saved. 
WinFoy Functional/Object Programming Environment. 

source fils read: C;\Family Data\Grant\Thssia 
\Program\WinFoyThesis\Input\runtime error. txt 

source file: C:\F~gily Data\Grant\Thesis\Program 
\WinFoyThesis\Input\runtime error~txt 

Building Type environment ... 
Flagging the Type TypeVar as variable or identifier ... 
Checking type(s) contained in the Type Environment 

for free type variable(s) ... 
Building program anvironmant*1~ 
Flagging programs as variables or identifiers ... 
Checking programs contained in the Typed-Program Environment 

for free program variables ... 
Checking types contained in programs for free type variable(s) ... 
Checking program types ... 
Compilation completed successfully. 

Figure 5.6: Successful execution 

5.3 User Interaction - Program Input/Output 

The lengthy code in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 is a program that implements a 
subset of the truth table operations. The program contains a base object type 
Obj, the type Bool, and two typed-programs of type Bool, true and false. To 
execute the program true. if, the following program text can be typed in the 
User Interaction - Program Input/Output panel. The result of executing this 
program is given below the two symbols. 

> 
true.if(Bool) (true) (false) 

## 

true 
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type Qbj Object(This,Self){ 
} 

type Boo1 Object(This,Self){ 

} 

public read implies : Self -> Self 
public read equal Self -> This 
public read and : Self -> Self 
public read not : Self 
public read if : Forall 

(X <#F Dbj 
) : 

X -> (X ~> X) 
public read or : Self -> Self 
public read asThis : This 

false Bool = object(self : Bool){ 
implies = function 

} 

Version 1.0 

(b : Bool 
) 

true end 
equal function 

(b : Bool 
) 

b.not end 
and function 

(b : Bool 
) 

D.ot = true 
if = foraH 

self end 

(X <#F Qbj 
) 

function 
(x : X 
) 

function 
Cy : X 
) 

or function 
(b : Bool 
) 

bend 
asThis = self 

y end end end 

Figure 5.7: Boolean program 
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true Bool m object(self : Bool){ 
implies = function 

} 

(b : Bool 
) 

bend 
equal = function 

(b : Bool 
) 

b.asThis end 
and = function 

(b : Boo1 
) 

not = false 
if = foral1 

bend 

(X <#F Obj 
) 

function 
(x : X 
) 

function 
(y : X 
) 

or = function 
(b : Bool 
) 

self end 
asThis = self 

x end end end 

Figure 5.8: Boolean program - con't 

5.4 User Interaction - Program Type 

Using the Boolean program provided in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, and the same 
method if, it is possible to determine the type of the program. Entering the 
program that follows will produce the program's type. 

> 
true. if (Boo1) (true) (false) 

## 

Boo1 

The type Bool corresponds to the result true, which is the result for the 
program true.if(Bool)(true)(false). 
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5.5 Class Construction 

In order to introduce class construction in vVin~Foy, the Boolean program 
found in Figure 5.7 and 5.8 has been expanded to include two new types, 
namely Box and BoxClass, along with a new typed-program named boxclass. 
The typed-programs false and true have been omitted for brevity. This pro
gram will herein be referred to as the Box Program. In this program, a Box 
will contain an element of type Bool. The capability to retrieve the contents of 
the Box will also be provided. The typed-program boxClass will be responsible 
for creating an instance of an object of type Box that contains an element of 
type BooL The syntax for class construction is given in Figure 5.9. Inputting 
the following program, in the User Interaction - Program Input/Output panel, 
creates an instance of a Box. This is evident from the result of executing the 
program, which is a. program object having of Box found in 5.10. 
Scrutinizing this result, it would appear more convenient to rewrite the method 
get to simply be get = self. content, however, the necessity for the synta.x get = 
boxclass.get(Box)(self) will become quite apparent when implementing inheri
tance and overriding features for methods. This will be explained in the Sections 
5.6 and 5.7. 

> 
boxClass.new(true) 
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type Dbj = Dbject(A.B){ 
} 

type Bool = Dbject(This.Self){ 

} 

public read equal : Self -> Self 
public read not : Self 
public read and : Self -> Self 
public read if Forall 

(X <#F Dbj 
) : 

X -> (X -> X) 

type Box = Dbject(This,Self){ 
public read get : Bool 
private read_write content Bool 

} 

type BoxClass = Dbject(This.Self){ 
public read get Forall 

} 

(X <#H Box 
) : 

X -> Bool 
public read new Boo1 -> Box 

boxC1ass BoxClass = object(class : BoxClass){ 
get = forall 

(X <#H Box 
) 

function 
(a : X 
) 

new = function 
(b : Bool 
) 

a.content end end 

object(self : Box){ 
get = class.get(Box)(self) 
content = b 

} end 
} 

Figure 5.9: Class construction using box program 
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## 

object(self : Box){ 

} 

get = boxclass.get(Box) (self) 
content = true 

.--------------------

Figure 5.10: Result of program: boxClass.new(true) 

5.6 Inheritance of Methods Using Box Progralll 

Expanding on the Box Program, two additional types labelled Box2 and 
Box2Class, and the typed-program box2class are appended to the file. The 
type Bool and related programs are not shown as their purpose and use has 
been stat.ed prior. The code of interest is found in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. The 
typed-program box2Classwill be responsible for creating an instance of an ob
ject of type Box2 that contains an element of type Bool and an additional 
attribute labelled eq'uul. Inputting the foHowing program, in the User Inter
action - Program Input/Output panel, creates an instance of a Box2. This is 
evident from the result of executing the program,which is a program object 
having type of Box2 found in Figure 5.13. Given that we now have an instance 
of Box2, containing all the functionality of a Box, it should be possible to re
trieve the contents of Box2. The desirable way to achieve this goal is to use 
existing code from boxClass that already provides this functionality. This is in
deed what box2Class implements. The method box2Class.get takes an instance 
of a program object of type Box2 and calls the superc1ass boxClass.get method 
that ultimately returns the contents of the instance of a program object of type 
Box2. This same process can be applied for an unlimited hierarchy comprising 
a higher-order relation. 

> 
box2Class.new(true) 
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type Box = Object(This.Self){ 
public read get : Bool 
private read_write content Baal 

} 

type Box2 = Object(This.Self){ 
public read get : Bool 

} 

public read equal : Self -> Baal 
private read_write content : Bool 

type BoxClass = Object(This,Self){ 
public read get Forall 

} 

(X <#H Box 
) : 

X -> Bool 
public read new Bool -> Box 

type Box2Class = Object(This,Self){ 
public read get Forall 

} 

(X <#H Box2 
) : 

X -> Bool 
public read new : Bool -> Box2 
public read equal : Forall 

(X <#H Box2 
) : 

X -> ex -> Bool) 

boxClass BoxClass = object(class : BoxClass){ 
get = forall 

(X <#H Box 
) 

function 
(b : X 
) 

new = function 
(x : Bool 
) 

b.content end end 

object(self : Box){ 
get = class.get(Box)(self) 
content == x 

} end 
} 

Figure 5.11: Inheritance using box program 
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box2Class : Box2Class = 

object(class : Box2Class){ 
get = foraH 

} 

(X <#H Box2 
) 

boxClass.get(X) end 
equal = foraH 

(X <#H Box2 
) 

function 
(boxl : X 
) 

new = function 

function 
(box2 : X 
) 

boxl. content. equal(box2.content) 
end end end 

(x : Bool 
) 

object(self : Box2){ 
get = class.get(Box2)(self) 
equal = class.equal(Box2)(self) 
content = x 

} end 

Figure 5.12: Inheritance using box program ~ con't 

5.7 Overriding of Methods Using Box Program 

Modification of the Box Program, specifically introducing box3Class and 
box4Class in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 enables experimentation with method 
overriding. It is assumed that the source file contains well~formed types for 
these typed-programs, as well as any supporting types. Their omission is 
desired in order to maintain focus on the current concept. The method set 
will be used to explain how this is achieved in the context of the box3Class 
and box4Class typed-programs. First, lets begin by executing the set method 
in the box3Class. The syntax required to execute the program is found in 
Figure 5.16. The result of executing this program follows the ## symbol 
in the same figure. The method set requires three parameters, specifically, 
a type that is <#H Box3, an instance of a box that is <#H Box3, and an 
instance of Bool. In general terms, this method takes the second argument 
assuming a match, which is an instance of a box, and updates the content 
attribute to that of the third parmeter, an instance of Bool. This can be 
verified by inspecting Figure 5.16 which had as a parameter an instance of 
Box3 with content equal to true and result after execution with content equal 
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## 

object(self : Box2){ 

} 

get = box2Class.get(Box2) (self) 
equal = box2Class.equal(Box2) (self) 
content "" true 

Figure 5.13: Result of program: box2Class.new(true) 

to false. Turning our attention to the set method in box4Class, the method 
set requires the same parameter list as found in box3Class.set. The only 
difference being is that added functionality is provided whereby the backup 
attribute is assigned the current value of the content attribute before the 
content attribute is updated. Perusal of Figure 5.17 outlines execution of the 
set method of the box4Class typed-program and related output after execution. 
Observation of the result provided shows that the backup attribute now refers 
to an instance of Bool that is true and that the content attribute now refers to 
an instance of Bool that is false. Successful overriding of a method has occurred. 
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box3Class : Box3Class = 
object(class : Box3Class){ 

get = foraH 

} 

(X <#H Box3 
) 

box2Class.get(X) end 
new = function 

(b : Bool 
) 

object(self : Box3){ 
get = class.get(Box3)(self) 
equal = class.equal(Box3)(self) 
content = b 
set = class.set(Box3)(self) 

} end 
equal = forall 

(X <#H Box3 
) 

box2Class.equal(X) end 
set =< forall 

(X <#H Box3 
) 

function 
(box : X 
) 

function 
(b : Bool 
) 

box.content := 
methodes : X) 

b end end end end 

Figure 5.14: Overriding using box program 
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box4Class : Box4Class = 
object(class : Box4Class){ 

get = foraH 

} 

(X <#H Box4 
) 

box3Class.get(X) end 
equal = forall 

(X <#H Box4 
) 

box3Class.equal(X) end 
new = function 

(b : Boo1 
) 

object(self : Box4){ 
get = class. get (Box4) (self) 
backup = true 
equal = class. equal (Box4) (self) 
content = b 
set = class.set(Box4) (self) 

} end 
set forall 

(X <#H Box4 
) 

function 
(box : X 
) 

function 
(b : Bool 
) 

box3Class.set(X)(box.backup := 
methodes : X) box.content end) (b) 

end end end 

Figure 5.15: Overriding using box program - con't 

5.8 Method Updating 

This feature is best explained using a very simple program, therefore, the Box 
Program is set aside in favour of the code provided in Figure 5.18 residing in the 
Source File Editor panel. This example provides a single type, Obj, and three 
typed-programs, prog1, prog2, and prog3. The typed-programs are identical and 
include only a single method meth1. If the need arises to update meth1 of prog1 
so that the program object associated with the program variable "a" is returned 
instead ofthe program object associated with the program variable "x", the task 
can be accomplished quite quickly and easily. Simply type or copy the entire 
method meth1 from type Obj into the upper panel of the Method Update tab 
that contains the Find and Clear Method buttons. Click the Find button. The 
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> 
box3Class.set(Box3) (box3Class.new(true»(false) 

## 

object(self : Box3){ 

} 

> 

get = box3Class. get (Box3) (self) 
equal = box3Class.equal(Box3) (self) 
content == false 
set = box3Class.set(Box3) (self) 

Figure 5.16: Program: box3Class.set( ... ) 

box4Class.set(Box4) (box4Class.new(true»(false) 

## 

object(self : Box4){ 

} 

get == box4Class.get(Box4) (self) 
backup = box4Class.new(true).content 
equal = box4Class.equal(Box4) (self) 
content == false 
set = box4Class.set(Box4) (self) 

Figure 5.17: Program: box4Class.set( ... ) 

lower panel of the Method Update tab containing the Update Methods button 
should now be populated with the methods found in Figure 5.19. Note that 
the return value for each of these methods is self and this corresponds to the 
original program object for each typed-program. The progl.methl = function(a 
: Obj)self end can be edited so that the return value is now the program variable 
"a", such that the new typed-program will be progl.methl = function(a: Obj)a 
end. Selecting the Update Methods button will cause the source code found in 
the Source File Editor to be updated to reflect this change. The code is shown 
in Figure 5.20 as it would now appear in the Source File Editor. 
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type Obj = Object(This,Self){ 
public read meth1 This -> Self 

} 

prog1 Obj = object(x : Obj){ 
meth1 = function 

(a : Obj 
) 

x end 
} 

prog2 Obj '" object(x Obj){ 
meth1 = function 

(a : Obj 
) 

x end 
} 

prog3 Obj object(x: Obj){ 
meth1 = function 

(a : Obj 
) 

x end 
} 

Figure 5.18: Method updating 

prog1.meth1 = function(a 
prog2.meth1 = functionCa 
prog3.meth1 = function(a 

Obj)self end 
Obj)self end 
Obj)self end 

Figure 5.19: Method update search results 
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type Obj Object (This ,Self){ 
public read methl This -> Self 

} 

progl Obj = object(x : Obj){ 
msthl == function 

(a : Obj 
) 

prog2 Obj 

prog3 Obj 

a end 
} 

object(x Obj){ 
methl = function 

(a : Obj 
) 

x end 
} 

object(x Obj){ 
methl = function 

(a : Obj 
) 

x end 
} 

Figure 5.20: Method updated 

5.9 Method Updating Side Effect 

The ability to update a method in source code, as described in Section 5.8, is 
a powerful feature of the user interface. However, the ability to update a pro
gram during program execution led to the observation that will be referred to 
as "result bloat". Note that result bloat should not be confused with code bloat 
found in genetic programming results. The key difference is that code bloat is 
considered redundant whereas result bloat is a necessary and meaningful com
ponent of a result. To explain result bloat in the context of Win---->Foy, Figure 
5.21 is used. All other types and typed-programs are assumed to be present and 
well formed, but omitted to maintain focus on pertinent code. Before commenc
ing with an explanation, be aware that primitive types do not exist, therefore, 
only objects are considered. As well, this example uses the minimum amount of 
code necessary to convey how result bloat arises in program results. Insert the 
program natClas8.one into the User Interaction - Program Input/Output panel 
and accept the program. The result is shown in Figure 5.22. The result is an 
instance of Nat representing the natural number one. This is verifiable as the 
pred method Le. (predicate) to this instance of Nat refers to an instance of Nat 
with a method iszero = true. Matters only worsen if the natClass is extended to 
include subsequent natural numbers as this will increase the number of updates 
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and substitutions in program results. 
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type Nat = Object(This,Self){ 

} 

public read succ : Self 
public read pred : Self 
public read isZero : Bool 

natClass NatClass object(class: NatClass){ 
succ '" forall 

Version 1.0 

} 

(X <#H Nat 
) 

function 
(n : X 
) 

n.pred := methodes : X)n end 
.isZero := methodes : X) 

false end end end 
one class.zero.succ 
new object(self: Nat){ 

} 

suce ~ elass.suce(Nat) (self) 
pred = self 
equal ~ class.equal(Nat)(self) 
is Zero = true 
add = class. add (Nat) (self) 
mult = class.mult(Nat) (self) 

zero == class.new 

Figure 5.21: Natural number program 
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> 
natClass.one 

## 

objeet(self : Nat){ 

} 

suee = natClass.suee(Nat) (self) 
pred = objeet(self1 : Nat){ 

} 

suee = natClass.suee(Nat) (self1) 
pred = self1 
equal = natClass.equal(Nat) (selfl) 
isZero = true 
add = natClass.add(Nat) (selfl) 
mult = natClass.mult(Nat) (self1) 

equal = natClass.equal(Nat) (self) 
isZero :: false 
add = natClass.add(Nat) (self) 
mult = natClass.mult(Nat) (self) 

Figure 5.22: Natural number program result 
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Experimentation can continue endlessly as programs can be extremely di
verse. The intent of this section was to inaugurate programmers into the use 
of all components of the program in order to further discuss benefits and pit
falls encountered to this point in the research. It should not be assumed that 
this section details all benefits and pitfalls as experimentation has thus far only 
been undertaken by the author and supervisor. Experimentation from other 
users will almost inevitably produce additional results that will either expand 
the set of known benefits or pitfalls. 
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Experimentation has proven to be quite extensive. With this foundation in 
place, it is now possible to discuss findings and this will be done in the order 
in which experimentation was documented. Automated source file formatting 
of a single source file was a feature that was deemed necessary as test cases be
came more complex during development. Object types and polymorphic types, 
when nested, inherently create data structures that become quite large and dif
ficult to read, propagating the need for source file formatting. The agreed upon 
formatting scheme assists in keeping source programs legible as it provides a 
logical partitioning of types and programs. It also serves to limit the width 
of source code lines, thereby reducing the amount of horizontal scrolling. The 
added benefit is that each programmer is provided with the consistency of look
ing at similar constructs resulting in a quick interpretation of material. Note 
that it is possible to just blurt out new types and programs in whatever format 
desirable as formatting does not take place until the source code is accepted. 
Therefore, custom formatting is somewhat available before the code is accepted 
and this facilitates speedy code completion as no thought regarding formatting 
is necessary. As source files become larger, limiting the number of source files 
to one would certainly impede the goal of keeping code manageable in size. Al
though source file length was not a factor during experimentation, certainly this 
restriction would seem cumbersome to most. 

Error handling can be quite verbose. Inspection of the error message pro
vided in Figure 5.4 reveals that the actual location of the error should be either 
character position 19 or character position 24, if the error is taken to be at the 
beginning of the keyword or at the missing letter of the keyword, and not char
acter position 26 as stated. This effect is due to reliance on the implementation 
provided by the parser generating tool, BYacc/J. Nevertheless, the parser gen
erating tool managed to handle all parsing needs quite adequately for the scope 
of this project. The error messaging provided by BYacc/J when combined with 
the custom error messages within Win-'t Foy have proven to direct attention to 
the appropriate source code error. 

Program input and output is handled sufficiently in the User Interaction 
- Program Input/Output panel. The program Input/Output panel permits 
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program execution to be performed in stages, thus providing a result for each 
program executed. Requirements for successful program execution become very 
easy to determine, as a result that is a polymorphic program or function program 
requires a program as a parameter, and this is indicated through the use oflower 
case program variables. Likewise for types that are required, however, this is 
indicated through the use of upper case type variables. This capability expedites 
the process of executing a program successfully. As one of the requirements was 
to accept a program by pressing the enter key, the ability to input a program 
over multiple lines becomes impossible. This issue was briefly discussed and set 
aside as most programs, at least at this level of development, could be handled 
on one line of input. The same discussion holds true for determining a program's 
type when using the User Interaction - Program Type panel. 

Class construction is quite straightforward as was demonstrated with the Box 
program. The Box program detailed the coding technique required to achieve 
inheritance and overriding in the context of Win-?Foy. To further expand on 
this technique, it would be beneficial if the syntax accommodated the automatic 
generation of code. For instance, if boxClass were to be extended in a new class 
box2Class by parsing for example, box2Class extends boxClass, the syntax could 
accommodate the automatic generation of the class constructor Le. the new 
method, using the simple substitution [Box2/BoxJ in the boxClass.new method. 

The update window should be deemed essential for all languages, especially 
languages permitting abstract classes as the implementation could be spread 
over many different subclasses. For instance, Win-?Foy was written in Java 
and required subclasses of the abstract classes Type and Program to implement 
several routines. This meant jumping from file to file for each update which 
became quickly cumbersome. A simple search for a method using an update 
feature similar to Win-?Foy's would promote increased coding efficiency as less 
time would be spent opening files and scrolling to desired locations. For com
plex and lengthy types, updating can be done by simply copying complex types 
of methods to the Update panel containing the Find button in order to find 
matches for complex types that would be tedious to type and virtually impossi
ble to remember. The benefits of this feature are even greater as the number of 
similarly named methods in subclasses required either implementation and/or 
modifications. It is extremely important to state that typed-programs repre
senting classes can themselves be modified during program execution just as 
any other program can be modified using the program updating capabilities 
built into the language. This feature is distinctly unique when compared to 
most programming languages that have static class definitions during runtime. 

The graphs produced depicting the relations among types immediately con
vey useful information once successful acceptance of a source file is achieved. 
The graphs produced can be quite complex, and as currently implemented, 
attempt to be as compact as possible in order to avoid horizontal or vertical 
scrolling. Accepting the Box program illustrates just how busy the relations 
graphs become. Also, some overlap in labels occurs which temporarily obscures 
the edge connections. The ability to drag and drop nodes compensates for this 
condition and allows programmers to visualize the graph in a manner most per
sonally meaningful, until the next acceptance of the source file. To ensure that 
graph structure is interpreted correctly edges have been colour coded using red 
connections to the parent node and green connections to the child node. Ex
perimentation with complex graphs sometimes caused restructuring that led to 
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incorrect interpretation of the graph because a parent node was dragged below 
a child node. A correction for this effect could be to introduce flashing edges 
whenever a child node is above a parent node. 
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Conclusions 

Development of Win-. Foy has encompassed the creation of a new programming 
language and a new user interface. The language was specifically designed to 
solve the problem relating to the unnecessary constraint of inspecting an ob
ject's type. In order to build an argument supporting this belief, a discussion 
ensued that outlined the current form of subtyping and inheritance. The role of 
subsumption was formally explained to indicate its relevance regarding subtyp
ing. Specifically, subsumption required the inspection of an object's type which 
is a technique that is frowned upon when included in object-oriented languages. 
This was considered the crux of the problem which led to the introduction of 
Self types. Before delving into Self types, the properties of covariance, con
travariance, and invariance were stated as these properties affect valid param
eterization and return values dependent upon whether a method is inherited 
or overridden. Subtyping was shown to support subsumption but it did not 
support the inheritance of binary methods. Recall that binary methods contain 
an argument of type Self, the same type as the object itself, in a contravariant 
position, i.e. as a parameter. Self types were then shown to invalidate the sub
type relation, thus requiring new typing techniques based on the higher-order 
and f-bound matching relations. Albeit, these typing techniques alleviate the 
need to inspect an object's type, however, additional complexities were intro
duced requiring consideration. It was shown that the matching relations did 
not support subsumption, however, they did support the inheritance of binary 
methods. Previous research on these relations indicated that the higher-order 
matching relation is both reflexive and transitive whereas the f-bound matching 
is reflexive but not transitive. The higher-order matching relation provides sig
nificant flexibility regarding inheritance of methods that utilize or return values 
of the same type. Examples were provided showing that this flexibility, in cer
tain situations, could restrict the programmer from defining specific classes and 
methods which were based on constant values. For this reason, a type referred 
to as This was introduced and used to represent constants. F-bound matching 
allows a programmer to define a function that will work for all types of A', 
a subtype of an upper bound function of type A, with the result type being 
dependent on A'. The use of parametric polymorphism in f-bound matching 
provided a connection to subtyping in object-oriented languages. In order to 
facilitate learning of the theory, which is quite substantial, sufficient examples 
were provided using Win-Foy syntax, where possible, and these examples were 
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specifically tailored to provide a logical transition to subsequent concepts. 
The user interface was designed with the intent of highlighting the sub

type, higher~order, and f-bound relations, both syntactically in source code and 
graphically. It was also the intent to include in the user interfaee new features 
whose inclusion in any interactive development environment should be consid
ered mandatory. More precisely, these features are automated source code for
matting, graphical representation of the type hierarchy displaying each relation, 
and an update feature that scours classes and subclasses of code leaving only 
the code segments required by the programmer at a given point in time. 

Experimentation with Win---+Foy yielded all positive results regarding the 
objectives set forth in this thesis. An exception to this claim was encountered 
during experimentation on the 'Natural Number' program which led to the 
observation of result bloat in program results after exeeution. Although the 
program results are eorrect, the results become difficult to manage in both size 
and interpretation. 

Compared to current interactive development environments, the current set 
of features falls short. The benefit of this shortfall is that the user interface does 
not detract foeus from the theory and new features stressed in this thesis. 

It is hopeful that other programmers will at least experiment with the lan
guage and corresponding user interfaee to truly appreciate the importance and 
benefits each component delivers. The theory in Win---+Foy leads to a more 
pure object-oriented language and should be considered essential to any lan.
guage claiming to be object-oriented. The update feature of the user interface 
can be introduced into any interactive development environment and would 
most likely be integrated with a modest amount of code. If in fact that is the 
case and vendors add this feature, this thesis could be considered a huge success. 
A more desirable outcome is that developers extend either the language or the 
user interface with the hope that at some point in the future Win---+Foy becomes 
a mainstream development tool utilized by programmers. 
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Recommendations 

Win-+Foy was developed using very specific requirements in order to highlight 
key concepts and features. By no means should this project be considered 
completed. Only this particular thesis is concluding. Much work could be done 
to improve upon the work that provides the foundation for Win-+Foy. 

An arduous task may be the implementation of a new parser generator that 
would provide the ability to extract more meaningful error messages. The parser 
could also be constructed to return multiple types. Currently, BYaccjJ returns 
only an instance of one class after a successful parse, thus requiring the return 
type to serve as a wrapper for all different return types occurring during parsing. 
This added feature alone would make the parser grammar file much more legible. 

The user interface has significant room for improvement. Features found in 
other interactive development environments such as importing, code comple
tion, and the ability to open multiple files are just a few features that would 
contribute to making the development environment much more robust. Modi
fications should not necessarily be restricted to adding new features, instead, it 
would be beneficial if current features were reviewed. For example, it might de
sirable to provide the means to toggle automatic formatting onj off or to display 
warning and error messages differently. 

One of the notable features of the user interface was having the capability 
to find and update any number of methods having a type that is the same 
kind as a requested type. If programmers cannot dedicate time to better this 
programming language and user interface, then perhaps this feature can be in
troduced into other interactive development environments that support other 
programming languages. Perhaps other languages can be modified to accomo
date matching alongside subtyping as each relation shares common properties 
such as variance. 

As experimentation continues, innovation of new features and preferences 
regarding current features will assuredly develop. 
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Appendix A 

Grammars for Scanner and 
Parser Generation 

A.I lang flex 

%% 

%byaccj 

%{ 

%} 

private Parser yyparser; 
private String s; 

public Yylex(java.io.Reader r, Parser yyparser){ 
this(r); 
this.yyparser = yyparser; 

} 

public String getErrorString(){ 
return yytext 0 ; 

} 

public int getErrorPositionlnSourceFile(){ 
return zzCurrentPos; 

} 

private int myLineCount = 1; 

public int getErrorLineNumberlnSourceFile(){ 
return myLineCount; 

} 

DOT = It It 

SCOLON = 11. " , 
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APPENDIX A. GRAMMARS FOR SCANNER AND PARSER 
A.i. LANG FLEX GENERATION 

COLON = ":" 
COMMA = "," 
LPAR = "(,, 

RPAR = ")" 
LBLOCK = "{" 
RBLOCK = "},, 

EQUAL = "=" 
R = "read" 
W = "write" 
RW = "read_write" 
PRI = "private" 
PRO = "protected" 
PUB = "public" 
TYPE = "type" 
OBJECT = "Object" 
OBJ = "object" 
FUN = "function" 
FALL = "forall" 
METH = "method" 
END = "end" 
THIS = "This" 
SELF = "Self" 
TOP = "TOP" 
ARROW = "->" 
LaRDER = "<#F" 
HaRDER = "<#H" 
FORALL = "Forall" 
IDENT = [A-Z]([0-9]*[a-z]*(A-Z]*)* 
MIDENT = [a-z]([O-9]*[a-z]*[A-Z]*)* 
NUM = [0-9]+ ("." [0-9]+)1 
NL = \n I \r I \r\n 

%% 

{DOT} { return Parser.DOT; } 
{SCOLON} { return Parser.SCOLON; } 
{COLON} {return Parser.COLON; } 
{COMMA} {return Parser.COMMA; } 
{LPAR} {return Parser.LPAR; } 
{RPAR} {return Parser.RPAR; } 
{LBLOCK} { return Parser.LBLOCK; } 
{RBLOCK} { return Parser.RBLOCK; } 
{EQUAL} {return Parser.EQUAL; } 
{R} { ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 

pw.st=yytext(); yyparser.yylval = pw; 
return Parser.R; } 

{W} { ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.st=yytext(); yyparser.yylval = pw; 
return Parser.W; } 

{RW} { ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
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A.2. LANG YACC GENERATION 

{PRI} 

{PRO} 

{PUB} 

pw.st=yytext(); yyparser.yylval = pw; 
return Parser.RW; } 

{ ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.st=yytext(); yyparser.yylval = pw; 
return Parser.PRI; } 

{ ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.st=yytext(): yyparser.yylval = pw; 
return Parser.PRO; } 

{ ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.st=yytext(): yyparser.yylval = pw; 
return Parser.PUB; } 

{TYPE} {return Parser. TYPE; } 
{OBJECT} { return Parser.OBJECT; } 
{OBJ} { return Parser.OBJ; } 
{FUN} { return Parser.FUN; } 
{FALL} {return Parser.FALL; } 
{METH} {return Parser.METH; } 
{END} { return Parser.END; } 
{TOP} { return Parser. TOP; } 
{ARROW} {return Parser.ARROW; } 
{LORDER} { return Parser. LORDER; } 
{HORDER} { return Parser. HORDER: } 
{FORALL} { return Parser.FORALL; } 
{IDENT} {ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 

pw.st=yytext(); yyparser.yylval = pw; 
return Parser.IDENT: } 

{MIDENT} { ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.st=yytext(); yyparser.yylval = pw; 

{NUM} 
{NL} 

return Parser.MIDENT; } 
{ return Parser.NUM; } 
{ myLineCount++: } 

[\t]+ {} 

\b { System.err.println("Sorry , backspace doesn't work"); } 

[~] { System.err.println("Error: unexpected character ,II 
+ yytext 0 + "'''); return -1; } 

A.2 lang yacc 

%{ 

%} 

import java.io.*: 
import java.util.*; 
import javax.swing.text.BadLocationException; 
import java.awt.Color; 

%token DOT 
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A.2. LANG YACC GENERATION 

%token SCOLON 
%right COLON 
%token COMMA 
%token LPAR 
%token RPAR 
%token LBLOCK 
%token RBLOCK 
%token EQUAL 
%token R 
%token W 
%token RW 
%token PRI 
%token PRO 
%token PUB 
%token TYPE 
%token OBJECT 
%token OBJ 
%token FUN 
%token FALL 
%token METH 
%token END 
%token TOP 
%right ARROW 
%token LORDER 
%token HORDER 
%token FORALL 
%token IDENT 
%token MIDENT 
%token MUM 
%token NL 

%% 

begin sourceList { pw = $1; } 

sourceList: sourceList startType 
{ «(ParserWrapper)$1).htldent).putAll«(ParserWrapper)$2) 

.htIdent) ; 
«ParserWrapper)$1).copyTypesVector«(ParserWrapper)$2) 
.getTypesVector(»; 
$$ = $1; } 
sourceList start Program 

{ «(ParserWrapper)$l).htTypeProg) 
.putAll«(ParserWrapper)$2),htTypeProg); 
«ParserWrapper)$l).copyProgramsVector«(ParserWrapper)$2) 
.getProgramsVector(»; 
$$ = $1; } 

startProgram { $$ = $1; } 
startType { $$ = $1; } 
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startProgram: mident COLON type EQUAL program 
{ TypedProgram tp = new TypedProgram«(ParserWrapper)$3).type, 

«ParserWrapper)$5).prog); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.putProgramObject«(ParserWrapper)$l) .st, tp); 
$$ = pw; } 

program: progVar I progSel I progUp I progObj I progFun I progPoly 
{ $$ = $1; } 

progVar: mident { ProgramVar pv = new ProgramVar«(ParserWrapper)$l).st); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.prog = pv; $$ = pw; } 

progSel: program DOT mident 
{ ProgramSel ps = new ProgramSel«(ParserWrapper)$l) 

. prog , «ParserWrapper)$3).st); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.prog = ps; $$ = pw; } 

progUp: program DOT mident COLON EQUAL METH LPAR 
progVar COLON type RPAR program END 

{ProgramUp pu = new ProgramUp«(ParserWrapper)$l).prog, 
«ParserWrapper)$3).st, (ProgramVar)«(ParserWrapper)$8).prog), 
«ParserWrapper)$10).type, «ParserWrapper)$12).prog); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.prog = pu; $$ = pw; } 

progObj: OBJ LPAR progVar COLON type RPAR LBLOCK objProgList RBLOCK 
{ ProgramObj po = new ProgramObj«(ProgramVar)«ParserWrapper)$3).prog), 

«Type)«ParserWrapper)$5).type»; 
po.addProgramMeths«(ParserWrapper)$8).htProgramMeths); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.prog=po; $$ = pw; } 
OBJ LPAR progVar COLON type RPAR LBLOCK RBLOCK 

{ ProgramObj po = new ProgramObj«(ProgramVar)«ParserWrapper)$3).prog), 
«Type)«ParserWrapper)$5).type»; 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); pw.prog=po; $$ = pw; } 

objProgList: objProgElement { $$ = $1; } 
objProgElement objProgList 

{ «ParserWrapper)$1).addProgramMeths«(ParserWrapper)$2).htProgramMeths); 
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$$=$1; } 

objProgElement: mident EQUAL program 
{ ProgramMeth pm = new ProgramMeth«(ParserWrapper)$l).st, 

«ParserWrapper)$3).prog); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.putProgramMethObject«(ParserWrapper)$l).st,pm); 
$$ '" pw; } 

progFun: progFunDecl I progFunAppl { $$ = $1; } 

progFunDecl: FUN LPAR progVar COLON type RPAR program END 
{ ProgramFunDecl pfd = new ProgramFunDecl«ProgramVar)«(ParserWrapper)$3).prog), 

«ParserWrapper)$5).type, «ParserWrapper)$7).prog); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); pw.prog = pfd; $$ = pw; } 

progFunAppl: program LPAR program RPAR 
{ ProgramFunAppl pfa = new ProgramFunAppl«(ParserWrapper)$l) .prog, 

«ParserWrapper)$3).prog); ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.prog = pfa; $$ = pw; } 

progPoly: progPolyDecl I progPolyAppl { $$ = $1; } 

progPolyDecl: FALL LPAR var LORDER type RPAR program END 
{ ProgramPolyDecl ppd = new ProgramPolyDecl«TypeVar)«(ParserWrapper)$3).type), 

false, «ParserWrapper)$5).type, «ParserWrapper)$7).prog); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); pw.prog = ppd; $$ = pw; } 
FALL LPAR var HORDER type RPAR program END 

{ ProgramPolyDecl ppd = new ProgramPolyDecl«TypeVar)«(ParserWrapper)$3).type), 
true, «ParserWrapper) $5) .type, «ParserWrapper)$7).prog); 
ParserWrapper pw == new ParserWrapper(); pw.prog '" ppd; $$ = pw; } 

progPolyAppl: program LPAR type RPAR 
{ ProgramPolyAppl ppa = new ProgramPolyAppl«(ParserWrapper)$l).prog, 

«ParserWrapper)$3).type); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); pw.prog '" ppa; 
$$ '" pw; } 

startType: TYPE ident EQUAL type 
{ ParserWrapper pw '" new ParserWrapper(); 

pw.putTypeObject«(ParserWrapper)$2).st,«ParserWrapper)$4).type); 
$$ = pw; } 
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type: var I top I function I polymorph I object 
{ $$ = $1; } 

ident: IDENT { Type t = new TypeVar«(ParserWrapper)$1).st); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.st=«ParserWrapper)$1).st ;pw.type=t; $$ = pw; } 

var: IDENT { Type t = new TypeVar«(ParserWrapper)$1).st); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); pw.type=t; 
$$ = pw; } 

top: TOP { Type t = new TypeTop(); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.type=t; $$ = pw; } 

function: type ARROW type 
{ Type t = new TypeFunction«(ParserWrapper)$1).type,«ParserWrapper)$3).type); 

ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); pw.type=t; $$=pw; } 
I LPAR type ARROW type RPAR 
{ Type t = new TypeFunction«(ParserWrapper)$2).type,«ParserWrapper)$4).type); 

ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); pw.type=t; $$=pw; } 

polymorph: FORALL LPAR var LORDER type RPAR COLON type 
{ Type t = new TypePolymorph«(TypeVar)«ParserWrapper)$3).type), 

false,«ParserWrapper)$5).type,«ParserWrapper)$8).type); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); pw.type=t; $$=pw; } 

IFORALL LPAR var HORDER type RPAR COLON type 
{ Type t = new TypePolymorph«(TypeVar)«ParserWrapper)$3).type), 

true,«ParserWrapper)$5).type,«ParserWrapper)$8).type); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); pw.type=t; $$=pw; } 

object: OBJECT LPAR var COMMA var RPAR LBLOCK RBLOCK 
{Type t = new TypeObject«(TypeVar)«ParserWrapper)$3).type), 

«TypeVar)«ParserWrapper)$5).type»; 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); pw.type=t; $$=pw; } 
OBJECT LPAR var COMMA var RPAR LBLOCK methodList RBLOCK 

{ Type t = new TypeObject«(TypeVar)«ParserWrapper)$3).type), 
«TypeVar)«ParserWrapper)$5).type»; 
«TypeObject)t).addMethods«(ParserWrapper)$8).htMethods); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); pw.type=t; $$=pw; } 
OBJECT LPAR RPAR LBLOCK RBLOCK { ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
Type t = new TypeObject(); pw.type=t; $$=pw; } 
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OBJECT LPAR RPAR LBLOCK methodList RBLOCK { Type t = new TypeObject(); 
«TypeObject)t).addMethods«(ParserWrapper)$5).htMethods); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); pw.type=t; $$=pw; } 

methodList: method { $$ = $1; } 
I method methodList 

{ «ParserWrapper)$1).addMethods«(ParserWrapper)$2).htMethods); 
$$=$1; } 

method: scope access mident COLON type 
{ Method m = new Method«(ParserWrapper)$1).st,«ParserWrapper)$2).st, 

«ParserWrapper)$3).st,«ParserWrapper)$5).type); 
ParserWrapper pw = new ParserWrapper(); 
pw.putMethodObject«(ParserWrapper)$3).st,m); $$=pw; } 

scope: PRl { $$ = $1; } 
I PRO { $$ = $1; } 
I PUB { $$ = $1; } 

access: R { $$ = $1; } 
I W { $$ = $1; } 
I RW { $$ = $1; } 

mident: MIDENT { $$ = $1; } 

%% 
private Yylex lexer; 
public ParserWrapper pw; 

private int yylex(){ 
int yyl_return = -1; 
try 
{ 

Ilyylval = pw; 
yyl_return = lexer.yylex(); 

} 

catch (IOException e) { 
System. err .println("lO error: "+e); 

} 

return yyl_return; 
} 

1** 
* error routine used by parser to advise user of error condition 
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* * param error a string description of the error condition encountered by 
* the parser 
*1 
public void yyerror (String error) 
{ 

} 

if(error.equals("syntax error"»{ 
String beforeError = uiFrame.getSourcelnputPanelText().getText(); 
beforeError = beforeError.substring(O, lexer.getErrorPositionlnSourceFile(»: 
String afterError = uiFrame.getSourcelnputPanelText().getText(); 
afterError = afterError.substring 

(lexer.getErrorPositionlnSourceFile(), afterError.length(»; 
String[] temp = afterError.split(" II): 
String syntaxError = temp[O); 
afterError = afterError.replaceFirst(temp[O] , ""): 
uiFrame.setSourcelnputPanelTextCaretPosition 

(lexer.getErrorPositionlnSourceFile(»; 
uiFrame.getSourcelnputPanelText().setCaretPosition 

(lexer.getErrorPositionlnSourceFile(»; 
uiFrame.getSourcelnputPanelText().requestFocus(): 
int errCharPos = 0; 
try{ 

errCharPos = uiFrame.getSourcelnputPanelText().getLineOfOffset 
(uiFrame.getSourcelnputPanelText().getCaretPosition(»; 

errCharPos = uiFrame.getSourcelnputPanelText().getLineStartOffset(errCharPos); 
}catch(BadLocationException ble){ 
II do nothing 
} 
uiFrame.getSourceOutputColourPanelText().append 

(Color.RED, "Error: " + lexer.getErrorStringO + ", at character position: II 
+ (lexer.getErrorPositionlnSourceFile() - errCharPos) + ", 
at line number: II + lexer.getErrorLineNumberlnSourceFileO + "\n"); 

}else if (error. equals (" stack underflow. abort ing ... ,,) ){ 
II do nothing 

} 

UIMainFrame uiFrame; 

1** 
* default constructor 

* * param r the reader containing the program source file 
*1 

public Parser(Reader r, UIMainFrame ui) 
{ 

} 

uiFrame = ui; 
yydebug=false; 
lexer = new Yylex(r, this); 
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public void yyerror_backup (String error) 
{ 

//System.err.println ("Error in parse: " + error); 
} 

public Parser(Reader r) 
{ 

yydebug=false; 
lexer = new Yylex(r, this); 

} 

public Vector<String> getProgramsVector(){ 
return pw.getProgramsVector(); 

} 

public Hashtable<String, TypedProgram> getProgramsHashtable(){ 
return pw.getProgramsHashtable(); 

} 

public boolean isProgsEmpty(){ 

} 

if (pw == null){ 
return true; 

}else if(pw.htTypeProg == null){ 
return true; 

}else{ 
return pw.htTypeProg.isEmpty(); 

} 

public Vector<String> getTypesVector(){ 
return pw.getTypesVector(); 

} 

public Hashtable<String, Type> getTypesHashtable(){ 
return pw.getTypesHashtable(); 

} 

public boolean isldentsEmptyC){ 

} 

if(pw == null){ 
return true; 

}else if(pw.htldent == null){ 
return true; 

}else{ 
return pw.htldent.isEmptyC); 

} 
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Appendix B 

0+ -3 Language Specification 

A, B == types 
X, This, Self == type variables 
TOP == the highest type 
Object(This,Self)[vi1i : BiiE{l, ... ,n}j == object type 
Note: Ii is distinct; Vi is variance notation represented by 
'read' is covariance, 'write' is contravariance, 'read write' is 
invariance 
A -> B == Function type 
Forall(X <# A): B == match-bound dedaration 

Figure B.l: 0+-3 types specifications 

a, b, c == terms 
x == program variable 
object(x : A){li = biiE{l, ... ,n}} == object construction 
a.l == attribute selection 
a.l := method(x : A) bend == attribute update 
function(a : A) bend == function dedaration 
a(b) == function application 
foraH(X A) bend == match-bound dedaration 
b(A) == match-bound application 

Figure B.2: 0+-3 terms specifications 
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program-identifier: program1-Type = program1 

Figure B.3: 0+-3 program specifications 

type type-identifier = type ~ 

program-identifier: program 1-Type = programl 

--
Figure B.4: 0+-3 source file specifications 
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Sample Source Code 

C.l Box Program 

type Dbj = Dbject(A,B){ 
} 

type Bool = Dbject(This,Self){ 

} 

public read equal : Self -> Self 
public read and : Self -> Self 
public read not : Self 
public read if : Forall 

(X <#F Dbj 
) : 

X -> ex -> X) 

type Box = Dbject(This,Self){ 
public read get : Bool 
private read_write content Bool 

} 

type BoxClass = Dbject(This,Self){ 
public read get ForaH 

} 

(X <#H Box 
) : 

X -> Bool 
public read new Bool -> Box 

boxclass BoxClass = object(class : BoxClass){ 
get = foraH 

(X <#H Box 
) 
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C.l. BOX PROGRAM APPENDIX C. SAMPLE SOURCE CODE 

) 

new = function 
(b : Bool 
) 

a.content end end 

object(self : Box){ 
get = class.get(Box)(self) 
content = b 

} end 
} 

false Bool = object(self : Bool){ 
equal = function 

} 

(b : Bool 
) 

b.not end 
and = function 

(b : Bool 
) 

not = true 
if = forall 

self end 

(X <#F Obj 
) 

function 
(x : X 
) 

function 
(y : X 
) 

y end end end 

true Bool = object(self : Bool){ 
equal = function 

Version 1.0 

(b : Bool 
) 

bend 
and = function 

(b : Bool 
) 

not = false 
if = forall 

bend 

(X <#F Obj 
) 

function 
(x : X 
) 

function 
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C.l. BOX PROGRAM 

} 
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(y : X 
) 

x end end end 
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Sample Errors 

D.l A Compilation Error Message 

File: runtime error.txt has been saved. 
WinFoy Functional/Object Programming Environment. 
Program source file read: C:\Family Data\Grant\Thesis 

\Program\WinFoyThesis\Input\runtime error. txt 
Parsing source file: C:\Family Data\Grant\Thesis\Program 

\WinFoyThesis\Input\runtime error. txt 
Error: :, at character position: 26, at line number: 4 
Programs must contain type declarations. 

Type declarations must be valid ... 
Compilation completed with errors. 

D.2 Program Type Error 

false Bool = object(self : Bool){ 

and = function 

} 

(b : Bool 
) 

self end 

Using the program false. and from the typed-program definition above and a 
parameter boxClass, the following error occurs. 

> 
false.and(boxClass) 

## 

boxClass is not a <: relation with 
Bool 
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> 

The error occurs because false.and returns a function expecting a parameter 
of type Bool. Since the program boxClass is of type BoxClass, an error is raised. 

D.3 Execution Error 

false Bool = object(self : Bool){ 

} 

and = function 
(b : Bool 
) 

self end 

Entering the program false.andd produces the following error because the 
method andd does not exist in the typed-program false. 

> 
false.andd 

false is of required type Object but does not contain the method: andd ... 

> 
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Relation Code Example 

E.1 Relation Code Example 

type Bool = Object(This,Self){ 
public read equal Self -> This 

} 

type Equal = Object(This,Self){ 
public read equal Self -> Bool 

} 

type Obj1 = Object(A,B){ 

} 

public read m1 : B -> TOP 
public read equal : B -> Bool 

type Obj2 = Object(A1,B1){ 

} 

public read m2 : TOP -> TOP 
public read m1 : B1 -> TOP 
public read equal : B1 -> Bool 
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Rules 

F.1 Judgements for Rules 

Ef--<> 
Ef--A 
Ef--A<: B 

environment E is well-formed 
A is a well-formed type in E 
A is a subtype of Bin E 

E f-- vA <: v'B 
Ef-- A <# B 
Ef-- a: A 

A is a subtype of B in E, with variance annotation v and v' 
A matches B in E 
a has type A in E 

F.2 Subtype Rules 

F .2.1 Variable Subtype 

E',X <: A, E" f-- <> 
E', X <: A, E" 1- X 

F .2.2 TOP Subtype 

E f-- A, E f-- <> 
Ef--A<: TOP 

F .2.3 Function Subtype 

where A == S -t T, and B == S' -t T' 

E f-- A, E f-- B f-- S' <: S, T <: T' 
Ef--A<: B 

F .2.4 Object Subtype 
where A == Object(U,V)[vi1i : BiiE{l, ... ,n+m}], 
A' == Object(X,Y)[v'i1i : B\iE{l, ... ,n+m}] 
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E f- A, E f- A' 
E, X <: TOP, U <: X, Y <: TOP, V <: Y f- ViBi <: v';B\ ViE {l, ... ,n} 

E f- A <: A' 

Invariance 
Ef-B 

E f- DB <: DB 

Covariance 
E f- B <: B' v E {O, +} 

E f- vB <: +B' 

Contravariance 
E f- B' <: B v E {O, -} 

E f- vB <: -B' 

F.2.5 Object Matching: Higher-Order Subtype 

where A == Object(X,Y)[vi1i : Bi i E{l, ... ,n+m}], 
A' == Object(X,Y)[v'i1i : B\iE{l, ... ,n+m}] 

E f- A E f- A' E,X <: TOP, Y <: TOP f- ViBi <: V'iB\ ViE {l, ... ,n} 
E f- A <#H A' 

F.2.6 Object Matching: F-Bound Subtype 

where A == Object(X,Y)[vili : BiiE{l, ... ,n+m}j, 
A' == Object(X,Y)[v'i1i ; B'iiE{l, ... ,n+m}j 

E f- A E f- A' E f- viBdA/X,A/Yj <: V'iB'i[A/X,A/Y! ViE {l, ... ,n} 
E f- A <#F A' 

F .2. 7 Polymorphic Subtype 

where == to <#H or <#F 
A == Object(X,Y)[vili : BiiE{l, ... ,n+m}j, 
A' == Object(X,Y)[v\li : B'iiE{l, ... ,n}j 

E f- A <# A' E, X <# A f- B <: B' 
E f- Forall(X <# A) B <: Forall(X <# A') B' 

F.3 Type Rules 

F.3.1 Variable Type 

E', x : A, E" f- <:> 

E', x : A, Elf f- x : A 

F .3.2 Object Type 

where A == Object(X,Y)[vi1i : BiiE{l, ... ,n}j 

E, x : A f- bi : BdA/X,A/Yj ViE {l, ... ,n} 
E f- object(x : A)[li = biiE{l, ... ,n}1 end: A 
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F .3.3 Object Selection Type 

where A == Object(X,Y)[vi1i : BiiE{l, ... ,n}] 

E f- a : A', E f- A' <#H A Vj E e, +} 
E f- a.lj : Bj[A'/X, A'/Y] 

F.3.4 Object Update Type 

where A == Object(X,Y)!vili : BiiE{l, ... ,n}] 

j E {1, ... ,n} 

E f- a: A', E f- A' <#H A, E, x: A' f- b : Bj[A'/X,A'/Y] 
E f- a.lj := method(x : A') bend: A' 

F .3.5 Polymorphic Declaration Type 

where == to <#H or <#F 

E, X <# A f- b : B 
E f- forall(X <# A) bend: Forall(X <# A) B 

F .3.6 Polymorphic Application Type 

where <# == to <#H or <#F 

E f- b : Forall(X <# A) B E f- A' <# A 
E f- b(A') : BIA' /X] 

F .3. 7 Function Declaration Type 

E, x: A f- b: B 
E f- function(x : A) bend: A -+ B 

F .3.8 Function Application Type 

a:A 
E f- f(a) : B 
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Appendix G 

Update Code Example 

G.1 Method Update 

type Bool = Object(This,Self){ 
public read equal Self -> This 

} 

type Equal Object(This,Self){ 
public read equal Self -> Bool 

} 

false Bool = object(self : Bool){ 
equal '" function 

} 

(x : Bool 
) 

false end 

true Bool object(self: Bool){ 
equal = function 

} 

(x : Bool 
) 

true end 

Given the program above, typed-programs are searched for methods having 
the following type. 

public read equal : Self -> This 

This search produces two results which can be edited. i<or this example, the 
program false.equal will be modified so that the function returns a value of true 
instead of false. 

false.equal = function(x : Bool)false end 
true.equal = function(x : Bool)true end 
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The typed-program false is now displayed in the Source File Editor with the 
updated value of true. 

false Bool = object(self : Bool){ 
equal = function 

} 

Version 1.0 

(x : Bool 
) 

true end 
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